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Rotarians
prepare for
Christmas
parade
My HAYMOW YUAN*
Staff Writer
rayone interested la Mc,
tag a noel in the annual
Murrey Wintry Club
Christiney Parade the Ant
Soturtiey in December hae
*bout dose more **aka to reg.
tsar,
Mu 14-Award*, the co.cititir
;ridge yger•a woesromeem,
raid the WM meg porser
would be Dee 5 anti the testy
tretion doodling would be
Friday, Nov. 27. kegtotretion
forms can either he psckeid up at
the Mornay t'alloway t'ounty
Chernber of Committee office
on 12th Street, online et
www.murrityrotery.org; cut out
ot the Le4er & Timm; or by
eallins the Ctunnher et 7515I 7 I and hiving wait:one fill it
out over du phone thoupo will
be galled on Priddy, lies„ 4 with
their line.up number and
inotructione
Group. will moot al (ennal
Pork ai q A III to line up and the
parade will hosin al 10 ITO, The
Amateur Radio Club will be on
haul to mond tiw parade eonsmow before, during end After
the parade.
There yvill once again be three
netipo of Mato in throe diviatom,' rinnmervial, ehurch/rell-

Republicans
capture two
governors'
contests

A

Steele says Tuesday
election returns show
'transcendent' GOP
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11141ft' Ittilt ill Now houly anal VIrsIntic
410Inonattlito 'a 0artiweit4Sont peny" ott the
1114/VA ithillill Ihstinwritit. holy Chattinsn
ton K1011614/4 thy outruns shout the election retorts* ismounuAl to s teputhatioti a(
Ptioutent litateek °tome
"We're fitg crowing, we're NW anhlinSim
Owl* wc..1 in.notionally thuitticoal law
view "t thmk tro e bellwether for ihe Rey
You Wail ro whom we wont inn. monthe
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*The haseedgeml Prom
Weenssday Mostly sunny
Huns in the upper 60"
bouthweot winds 6 to 10 mph
Wednesday night Clear
Lows around 40
Thursday. bunny. Highs
around 60.
Mght Clear
Thursday
Lowe in Me upper 30e
Friday Mostly dear Htuhe
in the tower 60*
Friday night Mushy caeca,
Loses in hut 10*Ol 40e
Ow
Satureay Moony
Nights in OW KANO! 60e
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Hugh
SA
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PICKUP IKNEDULK

Fall leaf pickup announced
Spade' to dor Lodger
ofnuiti hid ',rat 04:kup tot the
t'ity of Money will run trout Monday.
Nov In, until completed
Accmicling to a opokeoperoon tor the
city, Ow firm yew to be pieked up will
be the omit ode of Mein kneel to the
youth city Immo, working sag 14) *Oaf
Tha 104:01U1 Arra to he locked up will
he the north lode 01 Main queen ui the
north city Immo, working wed to ewe
The entity city will be covered to
insure that all Immo properly pre
pared by reaidemo ore picked-tip, it

weal reported
Keourento are Wooed to not rake
illitO111,
heavy ono the
over wider meters, into drainage dlteilRI Of MA with bruith pileo
'1.oeveo combined with bnott pile*
will tun be picked up, ea thia potato it
ionoto wally nok u• our workers
ItA414101Ille IOU, have bruit) will need
two itinerant pile. no Moir i•SYIAI
brush Plows contact the limitation
Department at 762-0300 tor plok-up
of any brooh," the opt•katoperson noted
IWO -1.4J
teeviso ohould be

toot horn do curb, but not oval tn
any culswallt.
tlassocl Wave* should to dropped
oft at tits begged lest 44411043nm point
Andnui ()nye Only bawd torso.
bs socaptssi Thisi ts 401V14.41 tor
eity resident' only, end voineleo mud
diepley e city Kicker or the individuel
must be able u• provide proof o( city
residency Tits begged kat collection
point will be open from Nov. V,
through Jen IS, 2010 Howl of opt-
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alloway County farmer
Danny f'untiiiishani ha•
bows hoping tor a
month lo ph hill Lfellet IPU1 ilils)
rho field u• !servings corn end
yoybeim crop*, hut conoteni
itun her been • huutrorwo u•
getting hio work done tuul he'o
nix *lone
Cittpo hese been latoutiusol
Wilh fAill during this pod blvial
Al *mkt leading to wet crop.
end thick, muddy told*
-We plot need toot *tut toto ot
cunchino,"(unninshain •itit1
"liverytattly to twhitid and the
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mks ady entity ot *bout a woolc
inure tunihow we set bus bat
isr Wt.?: shim swtr-to-three of aUitehino 11144 *luso Nu rein
week* behind on the haryes" to torscssi for Ow was until
only 9441 week
Todd Powell. county eaten
"We're running ngin now,"
yion rent tin egriculiure, my*
hay; reportric1 Cunningham bind 'We're
.41tet
41.41sy• gonins Oleo crop to Melling corn tor e couple of
dayo sad Men cut Omni fur
the ritetturt
"They heal all been deleyed throe car tout day* OW it
bessure of this hod wombs. you've got several sere. you
month ot 4i4I1
Thiry owl S414 through Ills need about
heldis," Porvill said "Ws need otnne"
oome dry dayo tour tome rot
Manner Mirk Peochell soul
''
Ise y node mime pores% Ono
Mother Nitrous Fuca chansod week and hopes to set do pat
hit *rya (hi% *salt ski datne
l'unilissghani and other stamen
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Mkt ObrInvit Meer a home
One of many Calloway County farmer. late In harvesting toota
to Me het& Tuesday morning to out soybeans LOCOI grassers
have been hindered by tali Man* that have soaked hied. and
Grope *cross western Kentucky
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Murray gime
bonnie Itissinotm
Univeloy't eilinwiete moot* end owe
preoidem tor ecisdemit. afteiro, hant boon
appointed hy tatty *sieve beoluter to bus
groullop thoguosus and Intervention
(item %toying (Outman.**
A preoo release nom the tioversoit'o
(Mice oettl Higsinennt would 'opiate April
MStlif *MI OM the term esptreo May
In, 2012 the commits, wity crooned tit
20til by Kentucky Revoked Celia.

Farmers late on harvest
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•Farmers ...
From Front
s been a lot moor wotk
done in the last week than there
has becut tit thr past month,- he
said • this is the hest forecast
we've had in the Iasi sot ot eight
weeks
Mutt is a problem, hut
Paschall • -9011111"s roil. are wet
and diffit ult to harvest
"As far as 'tinning the eom
hinr we die in &tem shape. hut
the problem is drying the crop,"
Pabehall said "COM 11416
been dry this fall - neve'. ever
It's psi rained too math and
very Irv, of the hearts have got
there in so everybody is telling
'
Paw hall says the only year
when etinditiona *ere 4% had as
41C Witty
A% in the early
70r.
"It %As ahout '72
•7 1:. he
said. "linit's when I SSAS sC11
tor in high whist)! and A freshmen in college and Fin now 55
years old So it's been a while
Tliere's not been one like this"
Howeser Past hall said the
Calloway County area is in betty! shapc than fa:tinny neigh
"Melt'

Read the Want
Ads Daily

hor
the north
"I'd say half or little better it
hartested in('alloway (*()unty."
he said
At...onions to thr
U S.
Department of Agrit. ulture•
W re k I y Weather and Crop
Bulletin, only tb pervent of corn
v fops M Kermit ky had horn hal
vested as of(Kt I I, well behind
the five-year average of MI per
cent Only 11( percent of soybeans had been harvested by the
same dais
Other University of Kentucky
Cooperative extension agents
across the state are also reporting harvesting delays with estimates of 40 to 65 percent ol
crops harvested so tar
"We had a lot ot harvesting
activity at the end (il August and
fina of September, hut we've
only had two spun% state then
where we could run the tombine% for multiple days," said
Jay Stone cstemion agent for
agricultural
and
natural
rrsouriies in Christian County
lit the past month, parts of
western Kentucky received
between 6 and 12 inches of nun;
.thout duce to eight inches
ahove 'tonna'

•Governors ...
From Front
victory in Nev. Jersey and
Robert Mt Donnell's win in
Virginia show that the GOP ha.
"really found its voice againafter sustaining damaging losses
last year
Kaine. who will he sutteeded
at the Virginia statehouse by
McDonnell, said he thought
voter anxiety about jobs and the
economy played heasily in thc
balloting and said the defeat of
incumbent Gov Jon Conine in
andidate
Nev. Jersey and
Creigh Deeds in Virginia
shouldn't he seen as J reterenduni on ()barna He said ()hams
"really retains 4 strong popularity among the voters"
Exit polls showed many independents who voted for ()barna
in 2008 voted tor Republieans
this time around. and Kaine did
say in CNN interview, "We're
going to have to scratch our
heads a little bit on that one"He
said ()Nona continues to enjoy
even stronger support among
independent voters than he has
in Mc past
Obania's cainpaign chairman,
David Ploutle, said the premdent's approval ming "is at or
above his vote totals"
Katlic called politics "a comparative enterprise" and said
"the Republican brand right
now, with independents all
across the nation, is really hurting,"
"1 think, generally, these elec-

•Parade ...
From Front

November 6,7&
*Way & Saturday 9-8•Sunday

Savings Up to 75% oft
601. elms( Style ornd
Root'Prizes• Refreshments•
',

f
)

gioux and clubs/csvit organiulions. First place will win $150,
second place wins $75 and third
place wins $50. The chosen
theme is "Shanng the Joy of
Chnstnuis."
The traditional ham breakfast
will start
Pagliai's at 6 A.M.
and will last until 9:30.
A new aspect of the parade
this year will he A ceremony on
ksourthouse lawn right after
the parade to mark the conclusion of the "Kiss A Pig
Contest." The Rotary made a
goal to raise S2,000 this year for
the PoluiPlus program
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l'he Murray Rotary Club invites you and your group to
participate in our annual Christmas Parade on Saturday,
December Srh Community partit ipation and support is what
',lairs this such unique and wonderful event. Please decorate
your float or sinit with a Sharing theme in mind.
hoot groups, church groups, civic organizations, bands and mum(
voups are invited to enter this parade Over $1,000 I /I cash prizes
.111 be awarded to the find three places in three separate divisions —
Churl h/Religious
ClubslCivic Organizations. arid
Commercial Division

tions tend to tie ovenated i0 to
what they'll mean later. 111Cse
MC 101;41 l'AC:Cs.'' PlourTe said
He also said hc believes the
GOP has it problem because
conservatives "(Sarah) Palm
and (Hush) Limbaugh and
(Glenn) Beck are out there purging moderates from the party
Steele and Moak appeared
tm CBS's -The Early Show"
and Kaane was interviewed on
NBC's -Today" show.
Steele said he wasn't particularly upliet about the GOP's loss
in a hotly contested race in
upstate New York, saying "this
process is done at the local
level. The dranui of 23 (district)
was nice arid is cute and funny
and everybody made fun about
how the party is fractured.- He
said "we'll have a cleaner
process there" in the future.
In that race, nitired Air Force
Capt. Bill ()wens, a Demtx:rat,
won the special election in
whtch the Republican candidate
withdrew over the weekend
under pressure from the party's
right wing and GOP heavyweights
endorsed
the
Conservative Party nominee.
House Republican Wnip Eric
C'antor of Virginia said, "I do
think that thr Virginia model
shows that when we're united as
a party, independents arc attracted to our message of vision for
the future, where we can
empower folks to get their economic security back."
"We hove nominated 21 of our
memhers to be in the 'Kiss A
Pig
Contest,'"
Roger
Reichmuth, Murray Rotary
president. said in a press release.
"During
the
month
of
November. each nominee
seek contributions from family,
friends and associates who
would like to see that person be
the one to kiss the pig. We contemplated making the person
who CAMS the least money plant
the kiss, hut it seems that fans of
certain nominees are more interested in contributing as much tts
possible to make Certain their
favorite =inherit:ham:lei has
the honor.
Rotary
treasurer
Deana
Wright said all the money
would he counted Nov. 2(s.
"At that tune, we'll also open
the piggy hank•. that menthers
have been contnhuting to each
week unbeknownst to the nominees." she said. "Also, nominees will then have the opportunity to tum their money over to
whomever they would rather see
kiss the pig. So, the plot and the
fun thickens."
The winning contestant and
the pig will both be at the ham
breakfast and they will ride on a
float near the end of the parade
close to Santa Claus. Williams
sand he believed the specific pig
that will used in thc ceremony is
still being chosen.
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KYSER LOUGhttedger & Times
IN CONCERT: Adam Levine, lead singer for the band Maroon
5, entertained a crowd of around 3,000 at the Regional
Special Events Center at Murray State University Monday
night The concert was the first stop on the band's college
tour and featured opening act Kate Earl_

III Leaf pickup ...
From Front
anon will be Monday through
Friday 7:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. and
Saturdays from 8 a.m. until
Noon

A link will be posted on the
City's Web site at www.murrayky.gov so residents may
monitor the city's progress and
current location throughout leaf
pick-up, it was reported
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•Reading committee ..

•

From Front
158.792 and advises the
Kentucky Board of Education
and
the
Department
ot
Education on the implementation and administration of the
reading diagnostic and intervention fund It is composed of le
members. four of which represent universities anti are university or college professors with a
specialty or hackgmund in reading and literacy.
Higginson said that a% a member of the committee, she would

look at trends in litenicy and
review grant applications fmm
schools. She said that although
the appointment it is outside her
role us associate provost, it is
aligned with her doctorate in
education and background in
reading in education over the
last 30 years.
"It's an honor to represent
Murray State and the west
Kentucky region on this committee," she said.

Term Crier
NOTICE
• If you are one of thousands of Kentuckians who
need a job the Kentucky
Office of Employment and
Training can help Visit the
Murray Career Discovery
Center, 208 South 5th Street
for job placement services iob
training and many other serv-

ices, or call the center a! CVO/
761-3903 for more information.
They can help residents get
needed
training,
update
resumes and teach you to
excel in an interview. Services
are free
• To report a Town Crier item
call 753-1916.
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r he Rotary Christmas Parade offers your organization an eAcelknt
,i,ay to have some Christmas fun arid maybe raise some money at
the sow time First place in each division will re( ewe $/50
I he Parade officially begino at 10:00 a.m. Parade entrants
should report for time-up at 9:00 a.m. Die pronary root feeder
ton te onto Main Street se
10th Street. However, your group
will be iontai ted on December irif with a unit number
arid line-up inatnactions.
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Kentucky

News in Brief
Man gab 10-year sentence in baby's death

l'ItINcETON. Ky. Al'
,Acstcrti hentuck) man convicted of
second-degree manslaughter in the death of a 10
-month-old boy has
been sentenced to 10 y CMS in prison.
Accxirding to published reports Cin:uit
Judge (' A. Woodall III
followed the jury's recommendation when
he sentenced Philip Knee
of DaWMX1 Springs on Tuesday
Knee•was accused of smothenng Etfum ('otton,
the son of his former girlfnend, by holding a bottle tightly
to the baby's mouth until
he stopped breathing

Man dies scuba diving off Florida coast

WEEKI V•ACHI,
( AP) A Kentucky man has died scuba
diving in caverns off Flonda's Gulf Coast
Underwater search crews were looking late Tuesday for
the body
of 39-year-old James D. Woodall
II. 'The Richmond man was di ng hours earlier with a fnend near Weeki
Wachi when he apparently had equipment problems.
Fellow diver Gregory Snowden said the two were about 500
ket
under when he saw his friend in trouble. Snowden swam out
and
surfaced to call authonties.
Hernando County deputies were using expenenced divers from
the area to help find the body. It was expected to take several
hours to reach and recover, based on Woodall's location.

College affordability panel reports to governor

GI-cleave & Times
le band Maroon
it the Regional

LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP) — A task force on college affordability
has made more than a dozen recommendations to Gov. Steve
Beshear
The panel met over the past year and concluded Kentucky
should put ai least S64 million more per year into need-based student financial aid.
Th: Lexington Herald-Leader reported that among key recommendations are changing critena for students to receive Kentucky
Educational Excellence Scholarships to track higher expectations
and providing more financial aid to part-time and nontraditional
college students.
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Judicial candidates sent to Ky. governor to pick

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov. Steve Beshear is considering
three candidates for a family court opening in a judicial circuit
that covers three counties in eastern Kentucky.
A judicial nominating panel on Tuesday sent Beshear the names
of thrte finalists tor the vacancy in the 37th Judicial Circuit,
Division 2. The district covers Carter, Elliott and Morgan counties.
The three people under consideration are Gary Everett Conn of
Grayson. David Doran Flatt of Olive Hill and Steve O'Connor of
West Liberty.
It's up to Beshear to select someone nominated by the commission to rep:ace Judge Kristi Gossett. who resigned in May.

GOP in northeastern Ky. chooses Nouse candidate
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GRAYSON, Ky.(AP) — Republicans in two northeastern
Kentucky counties have chosen Grayson businesswoman Jill York
to run for an open House seat.
Carter County GOP Chairwoman Mignon Imih-NON') Colley
says York. who has a local printing business, was chosen by secret
ballot Tuesday night by Republicans in Carter and Lewis counties.
The vote total WAS not released.

Sidewalk constructioa
slated for parts of oKy
The C'ity of Murray, in conjunction with the Kentucky
Department of Transportation
and the Federal Highway
Administration. will be constructing new sidewalks in v.arious places in and around the
city of Murray.
Starting on Wednesday,
Nov. 4, portions of Syctunore
Street in Mun-ay from Doran
Road to South 16th Street will
tve restricted partially to one
lane due to the construction. A
portion of this construction is
near Murray High School.
Dunng the timeframe of construction, motorists are •tsked to
be aware of onsite construction
imd the workers in the area.
Safety is a top priority for
everyone involved in the project.
The contractor on the projCOI is Harper Construction.
LLC.

MSU H1N1 clinic today
at Cums Center Stables
Murray State University
Health Services has received
600 doses of HIN1 nasal mist
vaccine.
MSU will have a flu vaccine
clinic (nasal mist only) for students at the Curris Center
Stables on Wednesday. Nov. 4,
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Due to the large number of
doses to give out, Health
Services will be closed on
Wednesday so staff can administer the vaccine to students.
according to Kim Paschall,
MSU spokesperson.

For
Best
Results
Place Your
Ad With Us
C.all 753-1916
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Stimulus funds available for Calloway farmers
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The
Governor's
Office
of
Agricultural
Policy
has
announced
that American
Reinvestment and Recovery. Act
funds are available to Calloway
County farmers on approved
energy efficiency cost-share
items
Calloway County is one of 49
counties that will not have held
or completed a sign-up period
for the County Agricultural
Investment Program (CAIP)
prior to Nov.I 5. 'Therefore.
farmers in Calloway County
may apply directly to the
Governor's
Office
of
Agncultural Policy (GOAP)for
these energy stimulus inc,entives.
The energy stimulus incentive
program will provide 25 percent
reimbursement of the actual
cost of a federally qualified
energy saving item. up to
SI0,000. Permissible items
include, but are not limited to,
energy audits. energy efficient
farrn building components, onfarm erergy upgrades, and on-

!arm energy efficiency training.
Only expenditures made after
Oct. 15. 2009 will be eligible
for reimbursement. it was
reported.
Sign-ups for the 2009 Energy
Stimulus Incentives will be
Nov. 2-13. Calloway County
producers may. pick up an application now at the County
Cooperative Extension Office
or by N' it i ng agpolicy.ky.gov to
download an application. All
applications should be submitted directly' to GOAP, 404 Ann
Street. Frankfort. KY 40601.
All applications received from
across the Commonwealth will
he reviewed and scored by a
committee comprised of representatives from GOAP. the
Kentucky
Agncultural
Development Board, the UK
College of Agriculture and a
Rural Electric Cooperative. A
representative from USDA
Rural Development and the
Kentucky
Energy
and
Environment Cabinet will each
serve in an ex officio capacity.
the state reported.

All applications meeting the
minimum requirements of eligibility will be considered for
funding. If the total eligible
applications exceed the available funds (S850010). then the
committee will rank the applications using the sconng entena. Applicants will be notified
of their approval.
Any energy stimulus funds

remaining after the 2009 signup will be made available to
producers in all Kentucky counties in 20/0. Additional information will be disseminated
once it is available.
Residents with questions
about the application process,
should contact Bryan Thomas at
564-4627
502)
Or
bryan.thomasiV ky.gov.

Las Vegas man sent to prison in Ky. pom case
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A
federal judge in Lexington has
sentenced a Las Vegas man to
more than 20 years in pnson for
sexually exploiting a 12-yearold girl.
The U.S. Attorney's Office for
Eastern Kentucky said Sean
Marcus Hix's crime was aided
by the child's Boyle County
father. who was earlier sentenced to pnson
Hix
was sentenced on
Monday to 244 months by
Senior U.S. District Court Judge

Joseph Hcxxl.
Hix had been chai-ged with
conspiring to produce child
pornography and receipt of
child pornography.
A news release by. the U.S.
Attorney's Office said when
Hix's home in Las Vegas was
searched, agents found thousands of images of child
pornography including nude
photographs of the Kentucky
child.
Authonties said Hix and the
girl's father met online.

ONE DAY FACTORY
EllIFIECT SEMINAR

HEATSURGED
Electric Fireplace
• Real wood mantle made by Amish
craftsmen in Ohio.
• Save money on energy bills with
zone heating.
• Easily rolls from room to room Great
in bedrooms, kitchen, dens and
basements.
• Customize comfort levels with 2
heat settings.

Our mfr. reps will be in your area & can help you learn
how to save up to 50% on your Heating Bills this winter.

Safely & Comfortably Heat 4,00 To 1000
Sq. Ft. For Pennies a Clay With An

Infra Red Heatin

System

Factory Direct Sale!
Heaters Starting at

$297
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SS HUGE SAVINGS SS
MONTH AFTER MONTH
WITH NEW INFRARED HEATING SYSTEM
AS SEEN AND HEARD
ON POPULAR RADIO & TV SHOWS
• Single unit can effectively heat up to 1000
square feet.
• The unit can generate 1500 Watts or 1000
Watts at the touch of a switch.
• Ambient air temperature passing through
the unit is efficiently and safely increased by
approximately 115 degrees.
• Stylish oak cabinet with high quality caster
for easy movement.
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Saturday, November 7
11 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Super 8 Motel
1202 South 12th Street
For questions, please call 270-996-7211
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Humane Society plans bazaar,
bake sale and pet portraits
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Cade Taylor
Turner

Mr. and Mrs Travis Inflict
the parents ot a son, Cade
Taylor Tonto. hunt on Finlay,
Oct. 2, MN, at 7.55 ami at
Murray -Calloway
County
Hospital.
The baby weighed 8.5
pounds and measured 21 1/2
inches.
mother is the tonnei
Rechelle Cadwell A broiler is
Cadwell Turner
Grandparents ate Oscar and
Carol Turner ot Murray and Don
and Freda (Airline, of Calvert
City
A
great -grandmother is
Margaret lay lot of Munay.
are

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
EdItor
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Good Shepherd United Methodist Church will serve breakfast
and lunch anti have a hake sale from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the church,
located at 84 Cheny Corner Rd . off Ky. Hwy. 121 South.

are green beans. tuna, spinach,
carrots. mixed veggies, pork &
beans, macaroni and cheese,
crackers, soup, tamales, chili,
pinto and northern beans, instant
potatoes, spaghetti sauce and
spaghetti, and sahnon for the
pantry, eggs, veggies, fruit, hot
dogs and milk for freezer/cooler, dish liquid, bar soap, toilet
paper. tooth paste, tooth brushes
Allison Batley. Binford of Murray and Dwight A. Willis
of
for children and adults, sham- Columbia were married Saturday
. May 9, 2009, at First United
poo and baby diapers size 4 and
Methodist Chun:h, Murray.
5 for personal hygiene and
The bride is the daughter of Dr. R. Bailey Binford and Mrs.
cleaning supplies: Poptarts, sin- Patricia Binford of Murray.
'The groom is the son of Harvey and Bernice Willis of Russell
gle serve size cereal boxes and
pudding cups, and lunch site Spnngs.
Rev. Richard Smith. pastor of the chun:h, officiated at the
brown paper bags for Back Pack
ceremony.
Program, large brown paper
The maid of honor was Raina Anderson of Murray and the
hags.
bridesmaid was Candace Willis of Russell Springs.
These items may be taken to
Bailey Lane Binford of Collierville. Tenn., was flower girl.
the Need Line building at 638
'The hest man was Anthony Willis of Columbia.
South Fourth St., Murray,
A reception followed at the home of the hnde's parents.
'The bride received her master of science in clinical psychology
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. For and is a therapist at Therapeutic Foster Care Lifeskills , Inc.
The groom received his master of education and is now a therainformation call 751-6333,
pist at Lifeskills, Inc.

Inimanuel Lutheran Church LWML will hold tts annual holiday
bazaar and bake sale teatunng handmade craft items. baked goods
and gift items on Saturday front 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the church local ed at 1(X) South 14th St., Murray.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2(04.
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T()PS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter 0469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For infornuition call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646.

Rotary Club will meet
Murray Rotary. Club will meet Thursday at noon at Pagliat's
Pizza. For more inforniation contact Lance Allison at 753-5171.

Red Cross Chapter offers course

Calloway County Red Cross Chapter will offer a Community
CPR and First Aid Course on Saturday, Nov. 14, from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m., according to knnifer Wilson. executive director of Calloway
County chapter. Participants must register at least one week before
the class is to be offered. Contact the office at 753-1421 or e-mail
hbosseitcallowaycoreredcrossorg

Area genealogical members tour
Gordon Browning Museum
In October, Ray Clark, Don
Heath, Dixie Hopkins, Betty
Hornsby, Patricia Knight. Jean
Murdock, Sue O'Neill, Barbara
Smotherman, Jan
Steffey,
Frances Spillman. and Carolyn
Tidwell, members of the
Calloway County Genealogical
Society. traveled to the Gortkm
Browning
Museum
in
McKenzie, Tenn., for a tour of
the museum and a demonstration by Jere R. Cox, director and
archivist at the MUNCUM, on how
he repairs old photographs
Mr. Cox explained that the
process can he very time consuming hut the results are well
worth the effort. Members
also took advantage of thc
genealogy materials there and
did sonte family research
The museum is a publicly supported museum/repository for
documents, images and artifacts
that represent the history' and
culture of Carroll County, Tenn.
The museum is named in horior
of the two-time Governor of
1 ennessee Gordon Weaver

Purchase Area Chapter will meet
Purchase

Area Chapter of Kentucky Public Retirees will meet
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Inn. 1(101 Joe Clifton Dr.. Paducah.
for a combined luncheon and husiness meeting. All retirees
of the
Kentucky Retirement System (Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,
Fulton.
Hickman, Graves, Marshall, McCracken) and the Kentuck
y State
Police Retirement system arr encouraged to attend. For
information
call 1-270-898-7289 or 1-270-522-9531

MHS Fastpitch Club to meet
Murray'

High School Fastpitch Club will meet today
(Wednesday) at 5:45 p.m. in the MHS cafetena. Fund-rai
sing
events, field work and coining season will be on the
agenda. All persons interested in the fastpitch softball program
in the Murray
Schools are invited.

Tigers plan soccer banquet

Murray High School Tiger Soccer Banquet will be
Tuesday, NON
10, at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray State University
Curris Center ball
room. Tickets at S12 per person are available
from any soccer representative or from Monica Evans at Murray High
Schml office
For more infonnation call Donna Miller at 753-7723
.

Lakers plan soccer banquet

Photo providod

Jere R Cox, director and archivist of the Gordon Browning
Museum, is shown repairing a faded photograph
of an
ancestor Carolyn Tidwell, right.
Browning and contains numerous papers, photographs and
pentonal effects of the former
governor as well as donated
memorabilia from members of
the public.
The next meeting of Calloway
County Genealogical Society
will he Friday, Nov. 6.
Members will meet in the

Calloway County Library' parking lot at 10 a.m. and carpool to
Don Heath's home where he
will show how he uses Family
Tree Maker to compile his
research information and how to
scan and clean up old pictures.
Anyone interested in attending
should tall Sue O'Neill at 7679062.
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Immanuel Lutheran plans event

Calloway County High School Laker Soccer
banquet will be
Thursday, Nov. 19, at 6 p.m. in the high school
cafeteria. Tickets are
$12 each and may be purchased on Thursdays, Nov.
5 and 12, during lunch at the high schtml or any day from
Mrs. McDaniel at the
middle school. A limited amount of tickets
will also be available at
the door on the night of the banquet

MHS class plans rebate night

Murray High School class of 2012 will have
a rebate day today.
(Wednesday) at Sirloin Stockade. You must
present a coupon to par
ticipate in the rebate. Coupons are available
in the main office at
MHS at no cost Rebate coupons will be
accepted all day and
evening.

Bank plans trip
Bank of Cadiz & Trust Company has two
trips planned which an:
to New York City June 14-18. 2010, and
San Francisco Getaway
Sept. 13-17. 2010, A Slide Show presentat
ion will be Tuesday at
4-30 p.m. at the Hopkinsville office, 2808
Ft. Campbell Blvd. For
information call the Murray office at
759-4852

Att0/'//1:r-4/ 1.a/it
Ricky A.

Holiday Bazaar Saturday

Good Shepherd plans event

Binford and Willis

•

The Humane Society or Calloway
County's annual holiday bazaar and bake
!sale will he Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
the community room of Calloway County
Pubik• Library. Donations will be accepted at
the library Friday betaven 10 a.m. and 5 p.ni
Many food items, handmade crafts, pet
toys, needle work and a %anti, of gift Items
will be for sale. Professional pet portraits will
be taken by Cypress Springs Photography on
Saturday by appointments only. TO volunteer
or for information, call the Humane Society
at 759-1884 or visit www.forthepets.org.

Kirksey United Methodist Church will have a
Holiday. Bazaar on Saturday from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the church
Included will be crafts, baked goods, cookie exchange and a quilt to
be given way with tickets SI each or 6 for S5. All proceeds will go
to Reelfoot Rural Ministnes and KUMC Youth Gnsup.

Need Line lists items needed
Need Line has issued it new
,list of items needed to replenish
the pantry. tot the clients The%

Mum

RARE EARTH
Garden Center

Iliggesf tale of Me Year!
Start your Christmas shopping early!

50% OFF Storewide
texciudas consgnment
stems)
HOME AND GARDEN DECOR. GIFT ITEMS. SILK FLOWERS.
CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS A MORE

!NOP NOW AND SAVE!
Monday through FndaV 10 a m -3P m
2397 5t. Rt. 94 Eaet • Murray

Withers to be
guest speaker
Sharon Mayne Withers, state
regent of Kentucky Society of
the Daughters of the American
Revolution. will he the guest
speaker at the meeting of the
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter
of the DAR on Saturday, No%
14, at noon at the American
Legion facility at 310 Bee Creek
Dr., off North 4th St., Murray
A catered luncheon will begin
at noon, with the program to follow. Mary Sue Hubbard. Verona
Grogan and Martha Cook will
be hostesses Members and
pntspective members are invited to attend. RSVP for luncheon
reservations by Saturday, Nov
7, to e-mail mary suehubhard(0 murray-ky net
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NATIONAL / INTERNATIONAL
U.S. wants end to Israeli settlements in West Bank

Saednesdas, Nosemher 4. 2009 • 5A

Obituaries
Richard (Ricky) Eugene Price k.

Richard tRIcky) Eugene Price Jr., 48.
Fulton, died Saturday, Oct
31, 2009, at 11'42 p.m. at his home.
A life 1(mg resident of Fulton.
he attendeai Ne* Life Worship Center,
Fulton
Bom Aug. It, 1961, in Cook County III.,
he Mid) the son of the late
Richard Eugerse Pnce Sr. and Faye
Laverne AcheII Rogers.
Survivors include his wife, Teresa Price,
South Fulton, Tenn.. one
daughter, 'Tracy Vermillion, Clinton, two
sons, Tintothy Dewayne
Pnce and Brad Eugene Price, both of Fulton.
one stepson. Snarl
Cox, Murray; three grandchildren, Carta
Amber and Kobe
Vermilion, all of Clinton, four sisters, Robin
Gilliland and Sherri
Duty, both of South Fulton, Melinda Green,
Fulton, and Cathy Ray,
Murray, two brothers. Terry and Donnie
Price, both of Fulton.
A memorial service was held today
(Wednesday) at I I a.m. in the
Hombeak Funeral Chapel. Fulton. Online
condolences may be made
at www.hombeaktimeralchapel coni.
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Cloys G.(Fuzzy) Puckett

CAIRO (API -- Secretary of
State Hillary Rodhani Clinton
defended the U S %tante toward
Israeli settlement building to
worried
Arab
allies
on
Wednesday, saying Washington
does not accept the legitimacy of
the West Bank enclaves and
wants to see their construction
halted "forever"
Still. she said XI Israeli offer
to restrain - but not halt construction represent% "posilive movement forward- toward
resuming
Israeli -Palestinian
MKT negotiation%
Clinton Mel tor an hour with
Egyptian
President
Hosni
Mubarak during a hastily

A graveside service for Cloys G.(Fuzzy)
Puckett will he today
Wedneaday I at I p.m. at Lakeview Baptist
Church Cemetery. Rev
Darrin Miller will officiate. Filbeck-Cann &
King Funeral Home.
Benton, is in charge of arrangements. Online
condolences may he
made at www.filbeckcannking.com
WASHINGTON I AP)-The
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the
Amencan Cancer Senate Democratic leader indiSociety. c/o Brenda McClaran, 510 W. 9th. St., Benton,
KY 42025. cated Tuesday that lawmakers
Mr. Puckett, 59, Benton, died Sunday, Nov. I, 2(X)9
at 10 p.m. at may not complete health care
Westem Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
legislation this year. missing
Preceding him in death were his parents, John Puckett
and Osie President Barack Obama's deadBell Puckett, and one brother, Glen Puckett.
line on his signature issue and
Survivors include his wife, Paula Washburn Puckett; one
daugh- pushing debate into d congrester, Kayla Vasseur and husband, Andrew, and one grandson
, Kaden sional election year.
Vasseur all of Benton, one sister, Linda Starks, Hardta;
three brothWith just eight weeks left, the
ers, Dennis Puckett, flardin, Jeffrey Puckett, Kirksey,
and Jewell Senate is running out of time to
Puckett, Almo.
finish a comprehensive hill to
extend coverage to millions of
Mrs. Lillie Bell Winstead Stow
Americans and control rising
I lie funeral fur Mrs. Lillie Bell Winstead Stow will
he today medic:al costs. Senate Majority
(Wednesday) at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Bowlin Funeral
Home, Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev.,
Dresden. Tenn. Bro. Keith Dublin and Pete Staples will
officiate. emerged from a closed-door
Pallbearers will be Terry McClure, JIM Wiseman, Kerry Harris,
and meeting
of
rank-and-file
Pete, Justin and Jonathan Staples. Burial will follow in
the New Democrats signaling that delay
Hope Cemetery. Latham, Tenn.
was likely.
Mrs. Stow, 83. Palmersville, Tenn., died Sunday, Nov. I, 2009,
Asked if he could pass health
at
Volunteer Community Hospital, Martin, Tenn.
CAR this year, Reid said: "We're
Her husband, William W. (Bill) Stow, and one brother. Luster not going
to be bound by any
Turner, preceded her in death. Born in Palmersville. she was
the timelines. We need to do the best
daughter of the late Lace and Hessie Maxey Winstead. A homemak
- job we can for the American
er, she was of Baptist faith.
Survivors include one daughter. Diane Jackson and husband,
James, two grandchildren, Brad Jackson and Bnttany Jones.
and two
great-granckhildren, Kylie and Keatyn Jones. all of Murray, Ky.
I

arranged stopover in the demand
Egyptian capital to soothe Arab
On Wednesday. Clinton
comm. that Washington is insisted -our policy on settlebacking oft demand. for an mem has not changed
Israeli settlement halt
"We do not accept the legalThe fears were sparked on macy of settlement activity.
Saturday when Clinton, with Ending all settlemen activity
t
kraeli Prime Minister Benjamin turrent and future would
he
Netanyahu at her side in preferable.- she told reporters
Jerusalem. praised his govern- after talks with Mubarak
ment's offer as unprecedented
Of the Israeli offer, she said,
She ha% since tned to clarify "It is not what we would
prefer
the remarks, saying that the because we would
like to see
Israeli offer does not got far everything ended forever
enough
"But it is something that I
Still, she has indicated that think shows at least
positive
the Palestinian. should resume movement forward toward
tinal
negotiations with Israel without status issue. being
addressed."
a* full settltnient halt as they she said.

Egypt appeared reassured by
Clinton's sisit, and Egyptian
Foreign Minister Ahmed Aboul
Gheit called for a resumption of
negotiation%
"The Egyptian vision is that
we have to concentrate tm the
end game and we must not waste
time adhering to this !SSW or
that as a start for the negotiations,- Ahoul Gheit said at a
press conference with Clinton
"The United States did not
change its position that it rejects
the settlement building.- he
said. hut "the United States
wanted the parties to start the
talks"

Senate may not complete health legislation this year.

James Buford (Jim) Paschall
The funeral for
Buford (Jon) Paschall was Monday at noon
in the chapel of McEvoy Funeral Home, Inc , Paris. Tenn. Dr.
Gary
S. Collier officiated. Bunal was in the Puryear City Cemetery.
'Online
condolences
may
be
made
to
• www.mcevoyfuneralhome.com.
Mr. Paschall, 51, State Line West Road. Hazel. died Friday, Oct.
30, 2009 at his home.
A graduate of Henry County High School, he formerly worked
with Holley Carburetor and Dana, and attended Mill Creek
Cumberland Presbyterian Church. Born April 12, 1958, in Paris,
Tenn.. he was the son of the late Winfred Paachall and Doris Wilson
Paschall.
Survivors include his former wife, Sandra Shawhan Paschall, one
daughter. Rebecca Paschall, Hazel; one sister, Katie Budd and
husband, Russ. Florida; three brotheN, Dan Paschall and wife, Bettye,
Pans. Tenn., Ray Paschall and wife, Judy, Hazel, and Rex Paschall
and wife, June, Dallas. Texas; several aunts. uncle, nieces, nephews
and cousins.

Robert Moon
No services for Roben Kinson are scheduled at this time. ImesMiller Funeral Hotne is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com.
Mr. Kinson. 83, Almo, died Monday, Nov. 2, 2009 at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Nat Ira Kinson and
Eloise Harris Kinson; three brothers. John, Richard and Edward
Kinson, four sisters. Mildred Christianson. Elizabeth Nemkovich,
Marilyn Rice and Ellen Zekos.
Survivors include his wife, Jean Olson Kinson; five sons, Phillip
Kinson. Graham, Wash., Michael Kinson, Lynn. Mass., Robert
Kinson Jr., Sydney, Ohio. Peter Kinson, Fletcher. N.C'., and
Chnstopher Kinson. Sacramento. Calif.; one daughter, Jean Terry,
Saxons River, Vt.; one brother, Donald Kinson, Monroe. Utah: two
sisters, Edith Johnson, Manatee, Mich., and Dorothy Slocum.
Lancaster. Calif.; 12 grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.

Amish bishops charged for
not reporting sex abuse
MARSHFIELD. Mo. (AP)
- Four Amish leaders in southwest Missouri who chose to
"shun" an accused child molester in their community rather
than report him to authorities
were charged Tuesday with failing to report the sexual abuse.
Webster County prosecutor
Danette Padgett said all lour are
bishops and face one tnisdemeanor count each of failure to
report child abuse a% a mandatory reporter.
Under Missoun law. people
with "responsibility for the care
of children- arc required to
report suspected child abuse.
Examples
mandatory
of
reporters under the statute are
doctors, nurses. social workers
and teachers and ministers who
are not engaged in a "privileged
communication."
The bishops were identified
as Emmanuel M.S. Eicher, 44,
Peter M. Eicher. 59. Jacob P.
Schwartz, 79, and Christian J.F.
Schwartz, 41. all of rural
Webster County.
' An attorney for the men, Will
Worsham, questioned whether
!they can he considered manda. tory reporters. Ile said the
Amish do not separate government and religion and that a
bishop ts akin to a mayor or city
councilman.
"I'm not convinced 'hishop•

necessarily implies any type ()I
religious authority in their community. And even if it did, I'm
not sure they would qualify as
'clergy.' It doesn't appear any
where in the law."
The tour men knew that a
member of their community.
Johnny A. Schwartz., 36, had
been abusing two underage children from June 2(X)7 through
June 2008, according to the
probable
cause
statement.
Schwartz was charged in midOctober with six counts involving sexual abuse of children.
Authorities would not say
how Schwartz and the bishops
with the mune surname arc related. They also would not release
the ages of the children or their
relationship to Johnny Schwartz.
About 2.2(10 Amish live in
Webster County. Sheriff Roye
H. Cole said authorities found
(tut about the alleged abuse froni
someone who works among the
them. That individual. who has
not been identified. had heard
about Schwartz being shunned
by the community and asked
why.
Shunning is a form of punishtnent among the Amish in which
a member of the group who fails
to follow the rules is ostracized.
-They make the religious
argument that they've punished
them," Cole said.

people. We want quality legisialion. and we're going to do
that."
Reid said he was awaiting d
final analysis of the legislation
from the Congressional Budget
office.
a
time-consuming
process that makes it unlikely
the Senate would begin debate
before Veterans' Day, Nov. 11.
With scores of amentiments,
Semite debate could take weeks.
"We're going to do this legislation as expeditiously as we
can. but we're going to do it as
fairly as we can. also," Reid told
reporters.
Pushing the work into early
next year could prove politically
dicey as all of the House and a
third of the Senate face elections
in November. Lawmakers may
he reluctant to cast votes that
could be their undoing at the
polls.

Obama has pressed Congress John Boehner, R-Ohio. said
for a bill by year's end. Across changes were still being MIMIC
the Capitol, the House is expect- before the bill would be finaled to vote on its version of leg's- ized in time to offer as an alterlation
later
this
week
native when Democrats begin
Lawmakers from both chambers floor debate on their bill. possithen would have to meld the two bly at the end of this week.
bills and cast final votes in the
'The bill leaves out a number
House and Senate before the of the key features of the
legislation could he sent to the Democrats' 1,990-page legislapresident.
non, such as new requirements
In the House. Republicans for employers to insure their
produced a draft health care bill employees and for nearly all
that focuses on bringing down Americans to purchase insurcosts rather than extending cov- ance.
erage to nearly all Americans.
It also doesn•t block insurers
A 230-page draft was from denying coverage to pcoobtained Tuesday by The ple with pre-existing health conAssociated Press. A spokes- ditions, as Democrats would do.
woman fur Minority Leader

AC
Inycstritcnt

VA secretary promises
help for homeless veterans

WASHINGTON (AP) -Veterans Affairs Secretary Eric
Shinseki on Tuesday unveiled a
plan to end veterans' homelessness in five years, saying that
without action the improvements of recent years could be
lost because of the bad economy.
Shinseki said the VA will
spend $3.2 billion next year to
reduce homelessness among
veterans and is working, to
strengthen partnerships with
other government agencies and
service organizations.
He said he recognizes that a
goal of zero homeless veterans
is ambitious but that he wants a
high target so that everyone puts
in their hest efforts.
"My name is Shinseki and
I'm here to end veteran homelessness," he said at the beginning of a speech to 1,200 service
providers at a VA summit.
In the past, the VA focused
largely on getting homeless veterans off the streets. but

Shinseki said he wants to prevent them from ever going
homeless. One area for potential
impmvement, he said. is finding
jobs and homes for the estimated 56P00 veterans who leave
prisons each year.
About one-third ot all adult
homeless men and nearly onefifth of all homeless adults
served in the military.
About 1 percent of the overall homeless population served
in Iraq or Afghanistan.
About 3,700 from the recent
wars have been seen in VA
homeless outreach programs
and more than 550 have been
treated in a VA-connected residential program.
It is estimated that 130.000
veterans are homeless on a typical night in the U.S. Shinseki
said that is down from 195,000
six years ago. But, because of
the poor economy, he said up to
15 percent more veterans could
be on the streets in five years.
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People You Know.
A Name You
Can Trust.
Red Howe, Rick Melton and the Howe & Melton team
have been
providing professional accounting services since 1954 The Murraybased practice started a new chapter on November 1, 2009
when it
merged with Alexander Thompson Arnold CPAs

Certifted Public Accountants

"This is an excellent
opportunity for our firm," said Red
Howe. 'One of the reasons we
decided to join the Alexander
Thompson Arnold team is its local
focus ATA has the resources of a
large firm, which can be a great
advantage for our clients, and
they focus on providing
personalized customer serv ,k e
Our clients will see many positive
things from this merger and will
continue to work with the same
employees they know and trust."
At Alexander Thompson Arnold CPAs, your success is our
mission.

301 Maple Street, Murray, Ky.
270.753.2424
www.atacpa.net
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Humane Society plans bazaar,
bake sale and pet portraits

bedcling

Cade Taylor
Turner
Mr. anti Mrs. Travis Turner
the parents of a son. Cade
Taylor Turner, born on Friday.
Oct. 2, 2009, at 7:55 a.m. at
Murray. -Calloway
County.
Hospital
The baby weighed 8.5
pounds and measured 21 1/2
inches. The mother is the former
RecheIle Cadwell. A brother is
Cadwell Turner,
Grandparents are ()scar and
Carol Turner of Murray and Don
and Freda Latimer of Calvert
City.
A
great-grandmother is
z
Margaret Taylor of hlurray.
Cade Taylor Turner
Art

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Buriseer)
Community
Editor
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SOry
a hot color Remember new
accessories are the easiest way to update
your wardrobe
Congratulations to Martha L.use Wells
who won the duce prize last 1-nday
Be sum to Lome in this week and
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something different each week
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Immanuel Lutheran plans event
Immanuei Lutheran Church LWML will hold its annual holiday
bazaar and hake sale featuring handmade craft items. baked goods
and gift items on Saturday from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the church located at 100 South 14th St., Murray.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or I 877-447-2004.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #'469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646.

Rotary Club will meet
Murray Rotary Club will meet Thursday at noon at Pagliai.,
Pizza. For more information contact Lance Allison at 753-5171.

Red Cross Chapter offers course

Calloway County Red Cross Chapter will offer a Community
CPR and First Aid Course on Saturday. Nov. 14, from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m., according to Jennifer Wilson, executive director of Calloway
County chapter. Participants must register at least one week before
the class is to be offered. Contact the office at 753-1421 or e-mail
hbosse@callowaycoreredcross.org
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Purchase Area Chapter will meet

Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky. Public Retirees will meet
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza inn. 1001 Joe Clifton Dr., Paducah.
for a combined luncheon and business meeting. All retirees
of the
Kentucky Retirement System (Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,
Fulton.
Hickman, Graves. Marshall, McCracken) and the Kentuck
y State
Police Retirement system are encouraged to attend. For
information
call 1-270-898-7289 or I -270-522-9531.

MHS Fastpitch Club to meet

Murray High School Fastpitch Club will meet
today
(Wednesday) at 5:45 p.m. in the MHS cafeteria
. Fund-raising
events, field work and coming season will be on the
agenda. All persons interested in the fastpitch softball program
in the Murray
Schools are invited.

Tigers plan soccer banquet

Murray High School Tiger Soccer Banquet will be
Tuesday. Nov
10, at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray State University
Curris Center ballroom. Tickets at SI2 per person are available from
any soccer representative or from Monica Evans at Murray
High School office
For more information call Donna Miller at
753-7723.

Lakers plan soccer banquet

Photo provided

Jere R. Cox, director and archivist of the Gordon Browning
Museum, is shown repairing a faded photograph of an
ancestor Carolyn Tidwell, right.
Browning and contains numer- Calloway County Library parkous papers, photographs and ing lot at 10 a.m. and carpcx)1
to
personal effects of the former Don Heath's home where he
governor as well as donated .will show how he uses Family
memorabilia from members of Tree Maker to compile his
the public.
research information and how to
The next meeting of Calloway scan and clean up old pictures.
County Genealogical Society Anyone interested in attending
will be Friday, Nov. 6. should call Sue O'Neill at 767Members will meet in the 9062.

Attorney-At-Law

'Nu he hir

Good Shepherd United Methodist Church will serve breakfast
arid lunch and have a bake sale from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the church,
located at 84 Cherry Comer Rd.. off Ky. Hwy. 121 South.

Area genealogical members tour
Gordon Browning Museum
In October, Ray. Clark, Don
Heath. Dixie Hopkins, Betty
Hornsby. Patricia Knight, Jean
Murdock. Sue O'Neill. Barbara
Stnotherman, Jan
Steffey,
Frances Spillman. and Carolyn
Tidwell. members of the
Calloway County Genealogical
Society, traveled to the Gordon
Browning
Museum
in
McKenzie. Tenn., for a tour of
the museum and a demonstration by Jere R.. C'ox. director and
archivist at the museum, on how
he repairs old photographs
Mr. Cox explained that the
process can be very- time ;:onsmiling but the results are well
worth the effort. Members
also took advantage of the
genealogy materials there and
did some family research.
The museum is a publicly supported museum/repository for
documents, images and artifacts
that represent the history: and
culture of Carroll County, Tenn.
The museum is named in honor
of the two-time Governor of
Tennessee Gordon Weaver

Holiday Bazaar Saturday

Good Shepherd plans event

are green beans. tuna. spinach.
carrots. mixed veggies. pork &
beans. macaroni and cheese.
crackers, soup, tamales, chili,
pinto and northem beans, instant
potatoes. spaghetti sauce and
spaghetti, and salmon for the
pantry; eggs, veggies, fruit. hot
dogs and milk for freezer/cooler; dish liquid. bar soap. toilet Binford and Willis
paper, tooth paste, tooth brushes
Allison Bailey Binford of Murray and Dwight A. Willis
of
for children and adults, sham- Columbia were married Saturday
, May 9, 2009, at First United
poo and baby diapers size 4 and
Methodist Church, Murray..
5 for personal hygiene and
The bride is the daughter of Dr. R. Bailey Binford and
Mrs.
cleaning supplies; Poptarts, sin- Patricia Binford of Murray.
The
groom
is
the
son of Harvey and Bernice Willis of Russell
gle serve size cereal boxes and
pudding cups. and lunch size Springs.
Rev. Richard Smith. pastor of the church, officiated at the
brown paper bags for Back Pack
ceremony.
Program; large brown paper
'The maid of honor was Raina Anderson of Murray and the
hags.
bridesmaid was Candace Willis of Russell Springs.
l'hese items may be taken to
Bailey Lane Binford of Collierville, Tenn.. was flower girl.
the Need Line building at 638
The best man was Anthony Willis of Columbia.
South Fourth St.. Murray.
A reception followed at the home of the bride's parents.
The bride received her master of science in clinical psychology
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m..
Monday through Friday. For and is a therapist at Therapeutic Foster Care Lifeskills , Inc.
The groom received his master of education and is now a therainformation call 753-6333.
pist at Lifeskills. Inc.

•
• The fashion leaders are sas mg this is
• the season for accessories and wc are
prepared with all of the latest trends If
you haven't been in lately you are in tor
a treat Thr *we hninming with je*
elry. wanes, clutch hag, new handbags, and cute stocking stutter, tor
under S1000
We have a Luse selection ot icweir%
that ES atac. some yery nice pieces
Pcari chokers as well as multi strands ot
pealis arc onc ot the key accessories
Oversize hig nngs with stretchy hands
are a htg item and we have a great selection
la:o.mng A delicate necklace with
other chains looks smart and eye catch
ing We also have silver inutal netk
laces
Large cuff bracelet,and eer). kind ot
hot ncw necklace styles are here. and
lots of fabulous eamngs including clips
The endless scarf is cute and sassy. we
have a great selection
N'ummy pastel. soft. snugly robes and
velour %amps are also here in time tor
Christmas gis
New sunglasses cute new readers and
Christmas decor and °marmots are al.,
stvck
Designer kok• don't hae to hc

'the Humane Society of Calloway
County's sumuai holiday bazaar and bake
sale will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
the community room of L'alloway County
Public Library. Donations will be accepted at
the library Friday between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Many food items, handmade crafts, pet
toys, needle work and a variety of gift items
will be for sale. Professional pet portraits will
be taken by t'ypress Springs Photography on
Saturday by appointments only. To volunteer
or for information, call the Humime Society
at 759-18S4 or visit www.forthepeas.org.

Kirksey United Methodist Church will have a
Holiday Bazaar on Saturday from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the church.
Included will be crafts. baked goods, cookie exchange and a quilt to
be given way with tickets SI each or 6 for $5. All proceeds will go
to Reelfoot Rural Ministries and KUMC Youth Group.

Need Line lists items needed
Need Line has issued a new
list of items needed to replenish
'the pantr. for the clients. They

ife

Murro

Calloway County High School Laker Soccer
banquet will be
Thursday. Nov. 19, at 6 p.m. in the high
school cafetena. Tickets are
SI2 each and may be purchased on Thursdays,
Nov. 5 and 12, during lunch at the high school or any day from
Mrs. McDaniel at the
middle school. A limited amount of tickets will
also be available at
the door on the night of the banquet.

MHS class plans rebate night

Murray High School class of 2012 will have
a rebate day today
(Wednesday I at Sirloin Stmkade. You must
present a coupon to participate in the rebate. Coupons are available
in the main office at
MHS at no cost. Rebate coupons will be
accepted all day and
evening.

Bank plans trip
Bank of Cadiz & Trust Cotnpany has two
trips plartned which are
to New York City June 14-18, 2010, and
San Francisco Getaway
Sept. 13-17, 2010, A Slide Show presentat
ion will be Tuesday at
4:30 p.ni. at the Hopkinsville office, 2808
Ft. Campbell Blvd. For
information call the Murray office at 759-4852
.
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RARE EARTH
Garden Center

Biggest Sale of the Year!
Start your Christmas shopping early!

50% OFF Storewide
(exctudes consignment
items)
HOME AND GARDEN DECOR, GIFT ITEMS, SILK FLOWE
RS,
CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS & MORE

SHOP NOW AND SAVE!
Monday through Friday 10 a m -3 p m
2397 St. Rt. 94 Eaest • Murray

Withers to be
guest speaker
Sharon Mayne Withers, state
regent of Kentucky Society of
the Daughters of the American
Revolution, will be the guest
speaker at the meeting of the
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter
of the DAR on Saturday, No%
14, at noon at the American
Legion facility at 3 10 Bee Creek
Dr.. off North 4th St., Murray.
A catered luncheon will begin
at noon, with the program to follow. Mary Sue Hubbard, Verona
Grogan and Martha Cook will
be hostesses. Members and
prospective members are invited to attend. RSVP for luncheon
reservations by Saturday, Nov.
7, to e-mail marysuehubbard@murray-ky.net
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Obituaries
Richard (Ricky) Eugene Price Jr.
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U.S. wants end to Israeli settlements in West Bank

Richard (Ricky) Eugene Pnee Jr.. 48,
Fulton, died Saturday, Oct.
3 I, 2009, at 11:42 p.m. at his home.
A life long resident of Fulton.
he attended New Life Worship Center,
Fulton.
Bom Aug. 8, 1961, in C(x>k County III..
he was the son of the late
Ric-hard Eugene Pnce Sr. and Faye Laverne
Azbell Rogers.
Survivors include his wife, Teresa Price.
South Fulton. Tenn one
daughter, Tracy Vermillion, Clinton; two
sons. Timothy Dewayne
Price and Brad Eugene Price. both of
Fulton, one stepson, Brian
Cox. Murray: three grandchildren, Cam.
Amber and Kobe
Vermilion. all of Clinton: four sisters, Robin
Gilliland and Shem
.Duty, both of South Fulton. Melinda Green.
Fulton, and Cathy Ray.
Aurray; two brothers. Terry and Donnie
Price. both of Fulton.
A memorial service was held today (Wednesd
ay) at II a.m. in the
Hombeak Funeral Chapel, Fulton. Online
condolences may be made
at wwwhornbeakfuneralchapel.com.

Cloys G.(Fuzzy) Pudtett

%ednesdav, November 4. 24)09 - SA

CAIRO 1AP)- Secretary of
State Hillary Rodham Clinton
defended the U.S. stance toward
Israeli settlement building to
worried
Arab
allies
on
Wednesday. saying Washington
does not accept the legitimacy of
the West Bank enclaves and
wants to see their construction
halted "forever.Still. she said an Israeli offer
to restrain - hut not halt construction represents "positive movement forward- toward
resuming
Israeli -Palestinian
peace negotiations_
Clinton met for an hour with
Egyptian
President
Hosni
Mubarak during a hastily

• A graveside service for Cloys G.
(Fuzzy Puckett will be today
(Wednesday at I p.m. at Lakeview Baptist
Church Cemetery. Rev.
Darrin Miller will officiate. Filbeck-Cann & King
Funeral Home.
Benton, is in chlu-ge of arrangements. Online
condolences may be
made at www.filbeckcannking.com
WASHINGTON(AP)-The
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American
Cancer Senate Democratic leader indiSociety, c/o Brenda McClaran, 510 W. 9th. St., Benton,
KY 42025. cated Tuesday that lawmakers
Mr. Puckett, 59, Benton, died Sunday', Nov. 1, 2009
at 10 p.m. at may not complete health care
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
legislation this year. missing
Preceding him in death were his parents, John Puckett
arid Osie President Barack Obama's deadBell Puckett, and one brother, Glen Puckett.
line on his signature issue and
Survivors include his wife, Paula Washburn Puckett;
one daugh- pushing debate into a congrester, Kayla Vasseur and husband, Andrew, and one grandson.
Kaden sional election year.
Vasseur, all of Benton; one sister, Linda Starks. Hardin:
three brothWith just eight weeks left. the
ers, Dennis Puckett. Hardin. Jeffrey Puckett, Kirksey,
and Jewell Senate is running out of time to
Puckett, Almo.
finish a comprehensive bill to
extend coverage to millions of
Mrs. Lillie Bell Winstead Stow
Americans and control rising
The funeral for Mrs. Lillie Bell Winstead Stow will be
today medical costs. Senate Majority
(Wednesday) at I p.m. in the chapel of Bowlin Funeral
Home, Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev.,
Dresden. Tenn. Bro. Keith Dublin and Pete Staples will
officiate. emerged from a closed-door
Pallbearers will be Terry McClure, Jim Wiseman, Kerry Harris,
and meeting
of
rank-and-file
Pete, Justin and Jonathan Staples. Burial will follow in the
New Democrats signaling that delay
Hope Cemetery, Latham, Tenn.
was likely.
Mrs. Stow, 83, Palmersville, Tenn.. died Sunday, Nov. 1. 2009,
Asked if he could pass health
at
Volunteer Community Hospital, Martin, Tenn.
care this year, Reid said: "We're
Her husband, William W. (Bill) Stow, and one brother.
Luster not going to be bound by any
Turner, preceded her in death. Born in Palmersvilie, she was
the timelines. We need to do the best
daughter of the late Lace and Hessie Maxey Winstead. A homemak
- job we can for the American
er. she was of Baptist faith.
! Survivors include one daughter, Diane Jackson and
husband.
Jarnes, two grandchildren, Brad Jackson and Brittany Jones, and
two
great-grandchildren, Kylie and Keatyn Jones. all of Murray, Ky.

arranged stopover in the demand
Egyptian capital to soothe Arab
On Wednesday. Clinton
concerns that Washington is insisted "our policy on
settlebacking off demands for an ment has not changed
brad' settlement halt.
"We do not accept the legitiThe fears were sparked on macy of settlement activity.
Saturday when Clinton. with Ending all settlement activity
Israeli Prime Minister Benjarnin current and future would
be
Netanyahu at her side in preferable,- she told reporters
Jerusalem. praised his govern- after talks with Mubarak.
ment's offer as unprecedented.
Of the Israeli offer, she said.
She has since tried to clarify "It is not what we would
prefer
the remarks. saying that the because we would like
to see
Israeli offer does not got far everything ended forever."
enough.
"But it is something that I
Still, she has indicated that think shows at least a positive
the Palestinians should resume movement forward toward
final
negotiations with Israel without status issues being addressed,"
a' full senlement halt as they she said.

Egypt appeared reassured by
Clinton's visit. and Egyptian
Foreign Minister Ahmed Aboul
Gheit called for a resumption of
negotiations.
-The Egyptian vision is that
we have to concentrate on the
end game and we must not waste
time adhering to this issue or
that as a start for the negotiations.- Aboul Gheit said at a
press conference with Clinton.
'The United States did not
change its posinon that it rejects
the settlement building," he
said. but "the United States
wanted the parties to start the
talks."

Senate may not complete health legislation this year

James Bufonl (lim) Paschall
The funeral for James Buford (Jim)Paschall was Monday at noon
in the chapel of McEvoy Funeral Home. Inc.. Paris, Tenn. Dr. Gary
S. Collier officiated. Burial was in the Puryear City Cemetery.
'Online
condolences
may
be
made
- w w w.mcevoyfuneralhome.com.
Mr. Paschall. 51. State Line West Road, Hazel, died Friday. Oct.
30, 2009 at his home.
; A graduate of Henry County High School, he formerly worked
with Holley Carburetor and Dana, and attended Mill Creek
Cumberland Presbyterian Church. Born April 12, 1958, in
Parts,
Tenn., he was the son of the late Winfred Paschall and Doris Wilson
Paschall.
Survivors include his former wife. Sandra Shawhan Paschall; one
daughter, Rebecca Paschall. Hazel; one sister, Katie Budd and husband, Russ, Florida; three brothers, Dan Paschall and wife, Bettye,
Paris, Tenn.. Ray Paschall and wife, Judy, Hazel, and Rex Paschall
and wife. June, Dallas, Texas: several aunts, uncle, nieces, nephews
and cousins.

Robert Mignon
No services for Robert Kinson are scheduled at this time. ImesMiller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at wwwirnestnillerscom.
Mr. Kinson, 83, Almo, died Monday, Nov. 2, 2009 at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Nat Ira Kinson and
Eloise Harris Kinson; three brothers, Joint. Richard and Edward
Kinson; four sisters. Mildred Christianson, Elizabeth Nemkovich.
Marilyn Rice and Ellen Zekos.
Survivors include his wife, Jean Olson Kinson: five sons, Phillip
Kinson. Graham, Wash., Michael Kinson, Lynn, Mass., Robert
Kinson Jr., Sydney, Ohio. Peter Kinson, Fletcher, N.C., and
Christopher Kinson, Sacramento, Calif.: one daughter, Jean Terry,
Saxons River. Vt.: one brother, Donald Kinson, Monroe. Utah; two
sisters. Edith Johnson, Manatee. Mich., and Dorothy Slocum.
; Lancaster, Calif.: 12 grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.

Amish bishops charged for
not reporting sex abuse
MARSHFIELD. Mo. 1AP)
-Four Amish leaders in southwest Missouri who chose to
"shun" an accused child molester in their community rather
than report him to authorities
were charged Tuesday with failing to report the sexual abuse.
Webster County prosecutor
Danette Padgett said all four are
bishops and face one misdemeanor count each of failure to
report child abuse as a mandatory reporter.
- Under Missouri law. people
with "responsibility for the care
'of children" are required to
report suspected child abuse.
Examples
mandatory
of
reporters under the statute are
doctors, nurses. social workers
and teachers and ministers who
are not engaged in a "privileged
communication."
The bishops were identified
as Emmanuel M.S. Eicher. 44.
Peter M. Eicher, 59. Jacob P.
Schwartz, 79, and Christian J.F.
Schwartz, 41, all of rural
Webster County.
• An attorney for the rnen, Will
Worsham, questioned whether
!they can be considered manda.1ory reporters. He said the
Amish do not separate government and religion and that a
bishop is akin to a mayor or city
councilman.
"I'm not convinced 'bishop'

necessarily implies arty type of
religious authority in their community. And even if it did, I'm
not sure they would qualify as
'clergy.•
doesn't appear anywhere in the law."
The four men knew that a
member of their community.
Johnny A. Schwartz, 36, had
been abusing two underage children from June 2007 through
June 2008, according to the
probable cause
statement.
Schwartz was charged in midOctober with six counts involving sexual abuse of children.
Authorities would not say
how Schwartz and the bishop,
with the same surname are related. They also would not release
the ages of the children or their
relationship to Johnny Schwartz.
A:ion( 2,200 Amish live in
Webster County. Sheriff Roye
H. Cole said authorities found
out about the alleged abuse from
someone who works among the
them. That individual, who ha,
not been identified. had heard
about Schwartz being shunned
by the community and asked
why.
Shunning is a forrn of punishment among the Amish in which
a member of the group who fails
to follow the rules is ostracized
"They make the religion,
argument that they've punished
them." Cole said.

people. We want quality legislaObama has pressed Congress John Buchner, R-Ohio, said
lion. and we're going to do for a bill by year's end. Across
changes were still being made
that.the Capitol. the House is expect- before the bill would be finalReid said he was awaiting a ed to vote on its version of legisized in time to offer as an alterfinal analysis of the legislation lation
later
this
week. netave when Democrats begin
from the Congressional Budget Lawmakers from both chambers
floor debate on their bill, possioffice,
a
time-consuming then would have to meld the two bly at ttte end of this week.
process that makes it unlikely hills and cast final votes in
the
l'he bill leaves out a number
the Senate would begin debate House and Senate before the
of the key features of the
before Veterans' Day. Nov. 1 I. legislation could be sent to the
Democrats' 1,990-page legislaWith scores of amendments, president.
tion, such as new requirements
Senate debate could take weeks.
In the House, Republicans for employers to insure their
"We're going to do this legis- produced a draft health care bill employee
s and for nearly all
lation as expeditiously as we that focuses on bringing down
Americans to purchase insurcan, but we're going to do it as costs rather than extending covance
fairly as we can, also," Reid told erage to nearly all Americans.
It also doesn't block insurers
reporters.
A 230-page draft was from denying coverage to peoPushing the work into early obtained Tuesday by The ple
with pre-existing health connext year could prove politically Associated Press. A spokes- ditions.
as Democrats wouid de.
dicey as all of the House and a woman for Minority Leader
third of the Senate face elections
in November. Lawmakers may
be reluctant to cast votes that
could be their undoing at the
polls.
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VA secretary promises
help for homeless veterans

WASHINGTON (AP) Veterans Affairs Secretary Eric
Shinseki on Tuesday unveiled a
plan to end veterans' homelessness in five years. saying that
without action the improvements of recent years could be
lost because of the bad economy.
Shinseki said the VA will
spend $3.2 billion next year to
reduce homelessness among
veterans and is working to
strengthen partnerships with
other govenunent agencies and
service organizations.
He said he recognizes that a
goal of zero homeless veterans
is ambitious but that he wants a
high target so that everyone puts
in their best efforts.
"My name is Shinseki and
I'm here to end veteran homelessness," he said at the beginning of a speech to 1,200 service
providers at a VA summit.
In the past, the VA focused
largely on getting homeless veterans off the streets, but

Shinseki said he wants to prevent them from ever going
homeless. One area for potential
improvement. he said, is finding
jobs and homes foc the estimated 56,0(X.1 veterans who leave
prisons each year.
About one-third of all adult
homeless men and nearly onefifth of all homeless adults
served in the military.
About 1 percent of the overall homeless population served
in Iraq or Afghanistan.
About 3,700 from the recent
wars have been seen in VA
homeless outreach programs
and more than 550 have been
treated in a VA-connected residential program.
It is estimated that 130.000
veterans are horneless on a typical night in the U.S. Shinseki
said that is down from i95,000
six years ago. But, because of
the poor economy. he said up to
15 percent more veterans could
be on the streets in five years.
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People You Know.
A Name You
Can Trust.
Red Howe, Rick Melton and the Howe & Melton team have been
providing professional accounting services since 1954 The Murraybased practice started a new chapter on November 1, 2009 when
tt
merged with Alexander Thompson Arnold CPAs

ATA
ALEXANDER
THOMPSON
ARNOLD
iLLc
Certified Public Accountants

'This is an excellent
opportunity for our firm," said Red
Howe. "One of the reasons we
decided to join the Alexander
Thompson Arnold team is its local
focus. ATA has the resources of a
large firm, which can be a great
advantage for our clients, and
they focus on providing
personalized customer service
Our clients will see many positive
things from this merger and will
continue to work with the same
employees they know and trust."
At Alexander Thompson Arnold CPAs, your success is our
mission.

301 Maple Street, Murray, Ky.
270.753.2424
www.atacpa.net

ATADffices
kontucky: Fulton & Murray
Vinnotiosee: Dyersburg
Henderson, Jackson, Martin,
McKenzie Milan, Paris, Trenton
& Union City
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November is National Hospice Month
•

Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
recognizing
is
November
as
National
Hospice/Palliative Care Month.
This year's theme, **Preserving a
Legacy
Treasuring
Memories," reminds us that
every person we care for is a
unique individual with a lifetime
of experiences, relationships and
gifts to share. The hospice and
palliative care community honors patients and families and
supports them during the journey at life's end.
Sponsored by the Hospice
Photo provided Association of America and the
MCCH COSTUME CONTEST: Pictured are employees of Murray
-Calloway County Hospital National Hospice Organization,
on Friday enjoying a cookout and costume contest
the month-long celebration not
only pays tribute to hospice
providers who are dedicated to
providing physical, spiritual,
social and emotional support to
terminally ill patients. It also
serves as a means of increasing
public awareness about choices
in end-of-life care that are availcelebration, learn about hearing loss
FREE
able in the community.
symptoms and solutions over lunch at
WhicH
Hospice uses an interdiscipliINCLUDED'
Our complimentary educational seminar.
nary, team of health care professionals and trained volunteers to
Tuesday, Nov 17.llam-1 pm
prov ide
pain-management,
symptom control. psychosocial
Tony %%Piano,Au.D.
support, and spiritual care to
LkActor Auclr000rfp
patients and their families who
are ,:optng with life-limiting ill-
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:•
their loved ones including chilo:.
then and pets.
Soave patients may not haver
faniily or friends who can care
for tivem. while other caregiver%
may be elderly or physically:.
unable to care for their loved:
one at home. Some patients may
just need a place to stay temporarily to give their caregiver a
much-deserved break. Hospice
Houses offer a variety of services to meet the physical. emotional. psychosocial and spiritual needs of its residents.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Hospice House will
be a I 2-bed facility designed tc
provide patients with limited life
expectancy, and their families, a
nurturing. homelike setting. The
Murray Residential Hospice
House will serve western
Kentucky and neighboring sections of Teruiessee arid southern
Illinois.
To find out more about the ,
Hospice services available at
MCCH,
call
Hospice
Coordinator Jinunie Joyce at
767-2108. For more information
on how to suppon the Murray
Calloway Endowment fot
Healthcare in raising funds tc
build a Hospice House, contact.,"
Keith Travis, VP of Institutionag::
Development at 762-1908.
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-National Hospice Month
provides a wonderful opportunity to raise awareness of the
options of care available." commented Jimmie Joyce, Hospice
Coordinator at MCCH."
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is committed to
informing the community and
local health care professionals
about the benefits of hospice and
palliative care. Hospice is a covered benefit under Medicare,
Medicaid in nxist states, arid
most private insurance plans and
HMOs.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Hospice does not discriminate in the admission of
patients or services provided
because of race. color, religion,
sex, nationality, age, handicap or
financial position.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Endowment for
Healthcare is meeting ttie needs
of Hospice patients by raising
funds to build the first Hospice
Hotise in Western Kentucky. A
Hospice House is much needed
option for at end-of-life who
cannot, or prefer not. die at
home, in a hospital, or nursing
home. Instead patients can end
life's journey in a comfortable
home-like setting surrotuided by
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Peppers Chrysler Po4is hop@ Is Restocked
and Ready to Fill Your Rom Truck Needs.

Special to the Ledger

locations:
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p,tnizIk
-I he
Murray -Calloway
•Thursday, Nov. 5 from 8:30 at Wal-Mart in Paris,'Fenn.
.4i
.
County Hospital Health Express to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3
• Monday, Nov. 30 from 8:302•Z‘
will offer blood pressure checks, p.m.
at
Lowe's
Home to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3';
:ti:
pulse and blood sugar screen- Improvement in Mayfield
p.m. at Office Depot in Murray •IN
ings at its stops during the
• Friday, Nov. 6 from 7 to
The MCCH Health Express:Is.
month of November.
11:30 a.m. at PTL South Lot in
will also be offering the addi
If any of the following condi- Murray
•Tuesday, Nov. 1()from 8:30 tional free screenings:
tions apply, it is important to
• Saturday, Nov. 14 from.
have your blood sugar checked to 11:30 a.m. at Methodist
7:45 a.m. to 2 p.m. at1N
annually, if family history of Church in Murray
• Wednesday, Nov. I I from Osteoporosis
and
Blood2
diabetes exists: anytime there is
a 20-pound weight gain or loss 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at Puryear Pressure Screenings at Cadirl:
'-dt•
Women s Day in
" Cadiz.
•
and every three years under all Baptist Church in Puryear
• Wednesday, Nov. 1 I from 1
• Tuesday, Nov. 17 from
other conditions.
4:1.m. at BB&T.!lank ia,.m
If you are diagnosed wide'ato . to noon and 1 p.m. to 3 ar:::
'*abetes, you can haN%-,y
Vision/Glaucoma,
Friday. Nov. 13 from 8:30--bioott sugar monitored it
sis,
and
Blboclut.:
41111:30
a.m. at the post office in
Health Express with a written
Screenings, and ItIdEd
prescription from your physi- New Concord
Sugar Screenings at the Center4,
;
;
• Monday, Nov. 16 from 8:30 for
cian and file it with the Health
Health & Wellness in'
to
11:30
a.m.
at
George
Weaks
Express nurse. Your physician
Murray. Call 762-1348 to
Senior Center in Murray
will specify the frequency for
schedule
an appointment.
• Wednesday, Nov. 18 from
monitoring on the prescription.
Also available at these::::
8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at Senior
These screenings are offered to
Citizens Center in Dover, Tenn. screenings is an Occult Blood:::
detect disease in its earliest
• 'Thursday, Nov. 19 from Screening Kit. The cost is
stages when there are no symp8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to This screening detects blood
toms. If you are experiencing 3 p.m. at wai_man in mumy
the stool, which can be an early::
:
:
symptoms, you should see your
• Monday. Nov. 23 from 8:30 indicator of colon cancer.
physician immediately.
to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3
For more infomiation on the.:::
During the month of Nov., p.m.
at
Lowe's
Home Nov. Health Express schedule,.:-t
the Health Express will be mak- Improvement in Murray
or about the screenings offered,"
ing the stops at the following
•Tuesday, Nov. 24 from 9 to call 762-1348.
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Changing of the guard ... again
BROCKMAN NAMED STARTER, FORMER
COACH EI,ATED FOR PUPIL
By NACHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
W'hat Matt Gnffin has seen
in Casey Brockman in less than
one year. Josh McKee! got an
up close look at for three years.
So, it's really no surprise to
the Calloway County head football coach that his former protege has not only excelled in the
Murray State offense as a walkon freshman, but that the former Laker record-setting allstar is getting the starting nod
Saturday against Austin Peay.
"I was very confident before
it was all said and done that he

would excel and succeed at the
college level," McKeel said. "It
happened a little quicker than I
thought it might, but I'm definitely excited to see him go and
play Saturday on the same field
I used to play on."
Brockman joins his older
brother Tyler, along with former Laker greats like Tony
Ryan and McKeel to don the
blue and gold.
McKee!
wholeheartedly
admitted Saturday's game was
one he "would not miss," and
doubts he•Il be the only
Brockman supporter in the

stands of Roy Stewart Stadium
Saturday.
McKee] didn't get his first
snap as a Racer until he was a
redshirt freshman.
And while Bnx:kman is a
true freshman. McKee! can still
relate with what he might be
feeling as he walks up to the
offensive line
"There are going to be some
butterflies, but knowing the
young
man
that
Casey
Brockman is, it won't take him
long to go in there and do what
he does."
Brockman set countless
records while a Laker for three
See BROCKMAN, BA

Forma
Swans
School
OVC(OveroN
Eastern Illinois 5-1
(7-2)
Eastem Kentucky 5-2 (5-3)
Tennessee Tech 4-2 (5-3)
Tennessee State 2-2 (3-5)
Austin Peay
2-3 (3-5)
UT Martin
2-3 (3-5)
Murray State
1-4 (2-6)
SE Missouri St 0-6 (1-7)
Jacksonville St.• 3-1
(5-3)
Saturdsy. Nov. 7
Tennessee Tech at Georgia
noon
EasSem Kentucky at Kentudry
noon
Jacksonveks St at SE Miasoun St
pm
Austin Peay at Murray Stale
1 p
UT Martel at Tennessee State
5p m

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger

Innes

Calloway County product Casey Brockman (right) will get
the starting nod from head coach Matt Griffin (left) when
Murray State hosts Austin Peay Saturday

PREP FOOTBALL

RACER BASKETBALL
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RACERS PLAY HOST
TO BETHEL IN
TUESDAY EXHIBITION

;te.,

By INCNNEL DAM
Sports Editor
While Billy Kennedy should be working
out Xs and Os, he's been worrying about
broken noses and foot injuries instead.
T h e
Racers
wilt host
at Mumty State
Bethel When: 7 p m
Thursday Where: Regbonal Speoal Events
night in Cente.
Radio. A/FGS. 103 7 FM
an exhibi- Records MSU 0-0 (0-0. OVC) BU 0-0
tion game (0-0 TSACI
Lae* Meeting: Murray State del Berner
at
the 82-45
in Murray (2008)
Regional
Special Events Center at 7 p.m. pnor to the
team taking off for California later in the
week.
In the days leading up to MSU's one and
only exhibition game, Danero Thomas
broke his nose in practice and sophomore
forward Ivan Aska developed plantar fasciitis.
Kennedy called both injunes a positive
and negative for his team.
"Danero Thomas broke his nose (last)
Thursday afternoon in practice and has only
been cleared to participate in practice
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & 1Thnes
Calloway County freshman Tyler Greer releases this throw in the Lakers•
(Monday). He'll work in non-contact drills
game against Heath earlier this season. Greer has amasse
d
close to 1,000 yards passing in the spread offense as a freshman, leading coach
and we'll ease him in over the next couple
Josh McKee! to dub him the quarterback of the future.
of days. Hopefully he'll be back 100 percent by Thursday. Danero will wear a mask
for sure and we•11 see how that goes. so
hopefully he's as good as Rip Hamilton
By TOPANY DILLARD
now. We may make him keep it on if he is."
Sports Writer
Kennedy said Aska played in a closed
yler Greer looks back
Calloway County at
scrimmage at Lipscomb in Nashville over
on the first two weeks
Franklin-Simpson
the weekend and that the former Ohio
of September and wonWhen: 7 p rn Fnday
Valley Conference Freshman of the Year is
Where: James Mathews Starkurn ;Frankhn,
ders if he'll ever experiKy
close to 100 percent after missing a couple
ence a wilder tum of
Radio: WAAJ 69 7 FM
of days with his foot injury.
events.
Records: CC 3-7 (0-2, 1-4A). F-S 8-2 (3-1, 2"Other than that, we had a good week4A1
Fresh off eighthLast Meeting: Calloway Co det Franklin.
end," Kennedy added. "We had the chance
grade
football, the
Stmpson 28-25 In Murray (2008. 2nd round ol
to see our team in a scrimmage against
Calloway County freshman was
Class 4A playoffs)
Lipscomb. We're very pleased with our
thrust into the starting quarterback
guard play because they did a great job of
role after two games in which
THIS WEEK
pressuring the ball and on the defensive end
Calloway had scored a total of seven
they forced some turnovers. Offensively,
points.
• THURSDAY - FULL GAME
they were able to drive into the lane. B.J.
He claims he had never been so
PREVIEWS AS MURRAY HOSTS
Jenkins has performed the way we expectnervous in his life.
TODD COUNTY CENTRAL AND
ed him to. He's an experienced player and
But what Greer's nightmares
CALLOWAY COUNTY TRAVF.LS TO
he was very efficient offensively for us."
depicted as a disaster tumed out to be
FRANKLIN-SIMPSON IN THE
Kennedy said that playing Bethel finally
a heroic performance as he led the
FIRST ROUND OF THE PLAYOFFS.
gives his group of guys an opportunity to
Lakers to a gritty 28-17 victory.
go against someone other than themselves
But that wasn't the end cf his nde.
• FRIDAY - MURRAY RUNNING
and at this point of the season, he knows
He felt a severe pain in his neck after
BACK BRANDON WICKS HAS
that's a good thing.
being tackled late in the fourth quarBEEN ONE OF THE BREAKOUT
"I know Thursday night they will be
ter and was carried off the field on a
OFFENSIVE PLAYERS OF THE
excited to play," he said. "Our goal will be
backtsoard and carted to the hospital
SEASON IN WESTERN
to play well and play within ourselves.
in an ambulance.
KENTUCKY. BUT HE MAY BE
Sometimes we're playing too fast on
The measures tumed out to be
EVEN BETTER ON DEFENSE.
offense. because we want to play fast, but
strictly precautionary and Greer startwe have to stay under control. We're going
ed the next week and wowed fans at
1-le•s approaching 1,000 yards
TOMMY DiLLARD / Ledger A Te-nOS
to focus on our team and continue to work
Mayfield with a 300-plus yard pass- through the air
and, though his 47 Greer's best game came in his second start at Mayfield,
but he's hard because this is only our third full week
ing night.
percent completion rate won't tum played much of the rest of the season
behind a depleted offensive of workouts."
But local TV news gave credit for any heads, he's
done it behind a line.
While Murray State will host the
the performance to sophomore Joseph steady rotation of
banged-up offenWildcats Thursday, the Racers' next oppoLofland, whose jersey Greer donned sive linemen.
but he's still been able to come in and him, Greer could
launch an assault on
nent, the Cal Bears. will host Chico State.
after doctors had sliced his away
He's also had to make the adjust- make throws.
Calloway's record books similar to
A one-time assistant at California.
from his body at the hospital a week ment to Friday night football
"He's
a
good
football
player nght Casey Brockman's.
directly
Kennedy is excited about making a return
earlier.
from the middle school ranks. There now, but obviously, his best football
Even though it's early, McKeel
tnp to Berkeley and really isn't all that surWelcome to high school, Tyler.
was no JV season for Greer. no team- is in front of him."
doesn't shy away from compansons.
prised about the fast tumaround his forme!
Greer's season has been less ing from the sidelines.
"I told Tyler the other day, your
tumultous since, but no less impactful
team has made under head coach Mike
McKeel doesn't mince words goal is to break
"You're talking about a huge
every record we've
for Calloway County. The play of the change of speed from middle
Montgomery.
school when bestowing the title of quarter- got," he said. "I want that not
just for
tall but slender freshman has been a to hid' school," Calloway
The Bears are ranked 13th in the
coach Josh back of the future on Greer.
him,
but
if
he goes out and matches
beacon of light in what has been an McKeel said. "He really hasn't
Associated Press preseason poll and 12th
With 965 yards to his name as a Casey
had
Brockman's career, we're by USA Today. Last
'otherwise dark soasvn fomthe Lakers. time to fully understan
season the Bears v.ere
d the offense, freshman and three years ahead of
See GREER, BA
See RACERS, BA

Thursday
Rom

AFTER EARN1ING STARTING JOB IN WEEK 2, GREER HAS LEARNED ON THE GO
Class 4A Playoffs
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Bucs Racers begin OVC Tourney 'Thursday
release MSU EKU
Andrus
OVC Tournament
PLAI'ED TO DRAW IN
PREVIOUS NIEETING

By

Thc Racers enter tournament
play. as the No. three seed after
finishing conference play. with a

By the Aesedeled Press
TAMPA, Fla. -- The Tampa
Bay Buccaneers signed kicker
Connor Barth and released kicker Shane Andrus on Tuesday.
The BUCs also announced
they signed cornerback Mike
Mickens
from
the
Dallas

back

Marcus
released.

McCauley

was

ond

goals and converted all 24 of his
extra-point attempts with the

Racers. Wright had two one-onone opportunities with the goalkeeper and put one of her shots
off of the post. Nordahl nearly

play for a total of five points.
Tara Isbell is 2-0-1 in OVC

Evans

From

matches with three shutouts and
19 saves. She did not allow a
goal all season in OVC matches.

leads

afternoon before falling to SIUEdwardsville. 2-1. Sunday.

the

McCoy scored the lone goal

Page 7A

years. including

Racers
take 4th
at Stetson
fourth place finish at the StetsonCFSC Invitational at Victoria
Hills GC in Deland, Fla.

Racers unbeaten streak. Isbell
fell to 3-4-2 overall as she tallied six saves and allowed two
goals.
EKU enters the tournament
as the No. six seed after finishing the regular season 5-10-3
overall and 2-3-3 in OVC play.

replace Nico Yantko at quarterback, McKeel
added
that
Griffin's

assessment

Brockman guided Calloway
to the Class 4A state semifinals
during the 2008 season. throw-

going to be successful in everything that he does."

leadership ability that might go
unnoticed.

ing for 3,417 yards and 41
touchdowns.

kid

winners."

McKee'

said

of

Brockman. -That's the thing
about Casey Brockman that's

Griffin cailed
that

has

Brockman a

poise

and

has

"When he stepped in that
huddle on tile high school level.
there was no doubt who was in

smarts. It's a decision the
fourth-year head coach is excited about, despite turning to his

charge and what was going to
happen."

third quarterback
in eight
games this year.
"He's gotten better through-

What happened was an 11-3
record for the Lakers. Right
now, Murray State is working

out the course of the year."
Griffin said. "There's no ques-

on win No. 3 and McKeel feels
that's something that Brockman

tion about that.
"He's a bright kid, he has
great poise for a young man and
I have great confidence in
him."
While

Brockman

will

can deliver
"It won't take him long to go
in there and do what he does.
He's a winner and a competitor.
He'll be what I always told him
to be -- just Casey Brockman."

From

Page 7A

mates.

going to be successful."
Greer began the summer as
the backup to senior Jordan
Barkeen but coaches took note
of his raw ability during 7-on -7

Florida Atlantic.
Florida Gulf Coast won the
event at 851.

passing leagues.

Nick Newcomb was the
Racers' best finisher with a sixth

The knock on Greer was that
he didn't understand the intricacies of the spread offense near-

place showing after scores of 7169-74=214. while Chris Griffin

ly as well as Burkeen.
But as opening night drew
nearer. the gap between he and
his older teammate narrowed,

took

eventually causing McKeel to
declare the position open for
competition.
After two lopsided losses
under Burkeen. McKeel turned
to his freshman.

my life."

The Racers fall season was
hilighted by some good play

Thrust into an immediate
leadership role by virtue of his
position. Greer found himself in
charge of being an on-field general for guys who were many

In seven events. the Racers
had one win (Oct. 2)at their own

times three years his senior.
Though his relationship with
was competitive

"He probably gets treated a
little better than the avetage
freshman."
senior
receiver
Hunter Seay joked. "i've been
him for the past two
years he was going to have to
step up and play quarterback for
us.

round playoff game.

"We've tried to help him out
a lot. He doesn't have very

Calloway's offensive line is
healthy, with the exception of
senior Logan Burks, and the
forecast calls for dry conditions.

telling

much size, but he's done a good
a freshman.'"

job as

Greer credits the senior class
with trusting him and helping
him develop. especially, running

Monday's Gems
Charlotte 79 New Jersey 68
New York 117 New Orleans 111
Houston 113. titan 96
Sacramento 127 Merrphis 116, OT
L.A Clippers 93. Minnesota 90
Tuesday's Games
Denver 111. Indiana 93
Boision 105, Pbaarleknhia 74
Cleveland 102 Washington 90
Phoenix 104 Miami 96
Detrod 85 Orlando 90
Chicago 93 Milwaukee 81
L A Lakers 101 Oklahoma City 98 OT
Dallas 96, Utah 85
Atlanta 97, Portland 91

▪ Murray Hign basketball season tickets wtll go on sale
to the general public Saturday. Nov. 14 at Tiger Night and will
resume Monday.
Nov. 16 at the school dunng school hours. Contact David
Fields at 7535202 for more information

•Racers
NCAA first

"They have a senior team
and I believe all five
starters are returners from three
years ago when they. were pretty good. they had some injuries
last season that hurt them,"
Kennedy. said. 'They are a veteran team vvith a veteran coach
and many people have picked
them to win the Pac- 10. I know
having experienced their gym,

that's enough to put a smile on
McKeel's face.

the preseason favorite in the
Pac-1(1.

"He and I just need to spend
some time together and study
the game,'' McKee! said. "One

The last time the Bears were
picked first was before the
1993-94 season. Kennedy was

thing Casey did exceptionally

an assistant coach at Cal at the
time and the Bears had the likes
of Jason Kidd and Lamond
Murray on the team.

scheme and the offense and
being able to identify defensive
coverages and fronts.
"As a freshman. that's an
area of weakness for him. He•Il

Greer's best game this season was his 343-yard performance in a losing effort against
Mayfield. but it was also one of

CS &

the

get

physically

stronger and

the

bigger
and
mental apsect

of things is something we'll
work on in the offseason."

Amir Abdur-Rahim's brother
Shared played at Cal and is a
I2-year veteran of the NBA and
is now an assistant coach with
the Sacramento Kings.

LINEUPS

now

He even got a surprise visit
practice last week from
Brixkinan, who is set to start
his first game at Murray State
this weekend.

D. Rose Stadium.

November Ga

Maryland in the
round.

For only the second time in
program history, the Bears are

hope of its future — threw
together in the shadow of Jack

first. he was quick to earn the
trust and support of his team-

picked 6th in the Pac-10. but
finished third for Montgontery
and won 22 games and lost to

very

difficult place to

play."

This
season,
Patrick
Christopher and Jerome Randle
return to form one of the best
back-court tandems in the
game. Both have been added to
the Naismith Preseason W'atch
List and MSU assistant coach

MURRAY STATE
Preamble Marian
Pos. Yr Kt WL
7°
Torly Easley
3. Neme
FIC
6-9
6_ 7 23c
200
0
Issac Miles
G
So 6-2 206
12 Dan.° ThornasG
So 6-4 190
1
B J Kenktris
G
Jr 6-0 205
42 Ivan Aska
MIESSIS
No Name
Poe. Yr Nt. WL
3
2
rsa
.
ciei
d Dhan.
F
Fr 6-7 220
naan G
Fr 6-0 175
10 Jordan Burge G
Fr 5-11170
11
Donis Poole
G
Fr 8-3 185
14 PC9860 Sai•nuris G
Fr 6-0 170
22 Jett McClain
F
So 6-6 230
23 A J Wilson
F
Jr 6-6 215
33 Jewuan Long G
Fr 6-1 180
50 Georges Fotso C
Sr 6-8 240

BETHEL
No.
3
10
11
12
13
15
20
21
22
30
31
33
34
42
44
50
54
55

Narne
Pos.
Eddie Krg
G
Artomie Dixon G
Andre Crudup G
Dos.
,FergusonG
Carnercr Ceroors G
Marcus NrcFJralh F
Derre MacDonald G
Donald Harns F
Knstopher Crag F
Daniel Doyle
F
Phillip White
F
Tyler Holt
F
Enn Harris
F
Chns Walker
G
Jay Crockroil G
Robert Jeffers C
Alex ErneiyanovC
°taker Schober C

•

Sensational Saturdays
Reserved 131eacher Seat - $35
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▪ Tickets for Murray High's first-round football playoff
game against
Todd County Central on Friday win be $6 for adults and
$4 tor students.
Reserved parking behind Ty Holland Stadium will
first-come, firstserve for $5. Gates will open at 6 p.m.

their fortunes Friday, Greer•s
career has only just begun, and

understanding

Wsdneaday's Germs
Phoenly a: Orlando 6 p m
Miami at Washington 6 p m
Detroa al Toronto, 6 p m
Denver at New Jersey 6 30 p m
Indiana at New York 30 p m
Boston a! Minnesota 7 p m
L A Lakers
Houston 7 30 p m
Danes at New Orleans 8 30 p m
Atlanta a, Sacramento 9 p m
Memphis at Golden State. 930 p m
Thursday's Genies
Chicago al Cleveland, 7 p m
Sar Antonio at Utah 9 30 p m

III The MHS Fastpitch Club will meet today at 5:45
p.m in the MHS
cafetena. Fundraising events, field work and the corning
season will be
on the agenda. All persons interested in the fastprtch
softball prograrn in
the Murray schools are invited to attend For more
information. please
e-mail mveinchesterOmurray-ky.net.

back Tyrrell Willis. who helps
him lead in the huddle.

was

Advert@
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Nations Basketball Association
By The Associated Press
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I
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1
Indiana
0 3 000
2

But while the Lakers will
have one last chance to reverse

For a few moments. the two
quarterbacks — one a legend of
Calloway's past, the other the

at

the few games in which he's
played behind a moderately
healthy offensive line in dry
conditions.
He'll get the chance to play
in a similar situation Friday
when the Lakers travel to
Franklin-Simpson for a first-

in

"All I could think about was
messing up," says Greer. "I
have never been so nervous in

Burkeen

.
HIM Itthits•in Mid •-

From Page 7A

•Greer

hole 878 included a 290 and 295
in the first two rounds. The
Racers finished four shots off the
878 turned in by second place

MSU Invitational anti a second
place finish (Oct. 12) at the
UTM Skyhawk Invitational.

eventual game-winning goal in
minute to snap the

the 88th

ability last year such a difference maker for us, but so was
his poise and confidence and

The Racers managed to pass
the host Stetson University on

who had his second round score
disqualified because of a rule
violation in a bunker. finished
the event with a 71 after a first
round 72.

son midway through the second
half to tie the match, I-1. SIUE
answered back and scored the

Not only is he an outstanding
athlete. but the confidence and
the mentality that he has, he's

passer and breaking the singleseason passing record.
-Then; are certain things
about certain people that you
just look at and know they are

The Murray State men's golf
tearn wrapped up the fall portion
of their 2009-10 season with a

of
77-80.
Patrick
Newcomb's scores of 76-7383=232 brought home a 30th
place finish in the field of 45
competitors.
MSU's Cameron Carrico.

penalty kick to lead 1-0 going
into halftime. Rachel Wright
scored her first goal of the sea-

of
Brockman is nearly dead-on.
"Not only was his physical

He was the sixth-leading
passer in the state and ended the
season with a 56 percent completion rating while becoming
the Lakers' all-time leading

By 14.50 Spurts laturaudias

scores

got on the board late in the first
half as they converted on a

did, but he rewrote the record
books here at Calloway County.

downs (84).

MSU GOLF

always held true. He came in as
a sophomore and you didn•t
really expect him to do what he

the school's

career record for passing yards
(6,098),
all-purpose
yards
(6,133), passing touchdowns
(73) and all-purpose touch-

without a miss.

home I I th place after
scores of 71-73-76=220. Jared
Wolfe (229) rallied to a 26th
place finish with a final round 72
after starting the event with

Sophie

MSU went I -I last week as
they
defeated
Southeast
Missouri State, 1-0, Thursday

OVC

•Brockman

appeared in three games. going
0-for- I on field goal attempts
while converting six extra points

the final day with a 293 while the
Hatters carded a 300. MSU's 54-

OVC.

Hargreaves. Danielle McMurray
and Kalli McCoy each have two
goals and one assist in OVC

Chiefs.

tf

the

Wright and Maja
Nordahl had the best sconng
chances in the match for the

Nicole

Andrus signed with Tampa
Bay after Mike Nugent struggled early this season. He

in

the

Sunday's loss against S1UE
snapped the Racers four match
unbeaten streak. The Cougars

a scoreless draw.

!Laded just over the crossbar.
MSU outshot the Colonels by
a 19-12 margin, including an I I3 margin in the second half.

in 10 games for Kansas City last
season. He made 10-4-12 field

No. 3 seed and allowed EKU to
qualify
for
Tournament.

Racers with three goals and two
assists in conference play. Her
eight total points places her sec-

snuck a shot in over the head of
the goalkeeper, but her shot

Barth was cut by the Miami
Ckilphins in August after kicking

ry over SEMO helped secure the

5-2-1 record. MSU and EKU
hooked up earlier this season at
Cutchin Field as they played to
Rachel

Cowboys practice squad. To
make room on the roster, corner-

for the Racers. which set a new
school record. The Racers victo-

When. p
Thur•dey
Where. Jayne Stadium (Morehead
Ky
TV- OVCSponsTV corn
Records MSU 6-6-2 (5-2-1, OVCI,
OW 5-10-3(2-3-3 OVCI
Last Meeting: Murray Slate antl
Eastern Kentucky played to a 0-0 fie m
Murrill (2009)

they. take on No. six seed,
Eastern Kentucky. Gant 11MC tS
set for 7 p.m. cenual ume.

nuNine‘v•Hum .•
(.(11-4 ihruhli•I

saves in net as she earned her
third shutout of the season. The
shutout was the fourth-straight

Murray State vs.
Eastern Kentucky

round
play
of the
OVC
Tournament. Thursday at Jayne
Stadium in Morehead, Ky., as

FORMER
MHS,MSU
KICKER
REPLACED

a cross from

McMurray midway through the
first half. Isbell tallied four

USU Sports Information

Die Murray State women's
soccer team will begin first

The hviurance Center(iMurnt%

in the contest against SEMU as

she one-timed

-a .

Feb 20 vs. ESPN Bracketbuster Opponent
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HALIFAX FINANCIAL GROUP, L P

PIAINTIFF.

VS. NCYlICE OF SALE
WILDCAT ENTERPRISES, INC NARENE THOMAS.
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, COUNTY OF
CALLOWAY. KLAS PROPERTIES.

BAC HOME LOANS SERVICING, LP
F/KA COUNTRYV/IDE HOME LOANS
SERVICING LP.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCICY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Cwil Action No 09-C1-011322
crrtmorroAGE, LNC

thence. North 1 degree 02' East - 1.216 71 feet, along the east ode of the 11 00acre tract to • point
thence, North 88 degrees 58' West - 484.03 feet to a point in the east boundary
of the Thmmy Smotherman property.
thence, North 1 degree 02' East 412.12 feet along the east boundary of the
Ibmtny Smotherman property to an iron pm ut fenee,
thence, North 0 degrees 01 East 1700 96 feet to a tree at a fence intersection
In
the east hne of the Wayne Flora property;
thence. North 0 degrees 36 East 2.222 45 feet to a fenoe sorrier at a 30-inch
blazed tree at the northweet corner of the property herein deecribed. same being
275 feet east of a culvert under an emitting lughway,
thence, North it6 degrees 19' East 1.387 09 feet along an existing south
fenee
line of the James Geunn property to a 30-inch oak en the creek bank. same
being a corner of Lot No. 128 of the Kentucky Lake Enterprises Subdirision.
Section No i.
thence, North 88 degrees 18' East 1613 feet along an existing south fence line
of
the Kentucky Wm Entermises Subdonsion. Section No 1. to a pipe at a stone.
same being the southwest comer of Lot No 106 of said subdivaion,
Thence. South 3 degrees 26' West 960 feet to an existing steel pm at the southwest corner of Lot No. 293 of the Kentuck-y Lake Enterpnaes Subdivision.
Section No. 3;
thence, South 0 degrees 54 East 1700.95 feet along an exerting west fence line
the Archie Pattenon property to an existang iron pipe at•common corner
of
the C.H. Campbell property, Westvaco property and the Archie Patterson property;

thence, South 88 degreas 05' West 713 54 feet to a tree at a fence corner;

thence. South 8.5 degrees 18' West 1.566.04 feet to •steel pin at a 10-inch cherry
tree at the northwest corner of the C H Campbell property, thence South 3
degrees 02 East 1.732 09 feet tc, an exuding cerner post 275 feet south of a
creek centerline;
thence. South 88 degrees 49 East Seat 14 feet along an emitting fence line to a
tree on the east bank of a creek.
thence, folloynng the meanders of the centerline of a creek South 17 degreee
00
East 399 66 feet to a point in the centerline of a creek;

thence, South 5 degrees 20 West 242.20 feet to a tree in the north right-of-way
of Highway 614;
thence, North 68 degrees 28' West 270 07 fe.et along the north right-of-way of
Highway 614 to a steel pin.
thence South 89 degree. 27' Went 238 41 feet along the North right-of-way of
Highway 614 to an existing power pole,
thence, South 68 degrees 11 Wert 341 45 feet to a point in the North nght-ofway of Highway 614 and in the East right-of-way of a road entering into the
herein described property,
thence, South 68 degrees 11' West 68 feet to a steel pin in the North nght-ofway of Highway 614 and the West right-of-way of the read.
Thence. South 76 degreee 46' West 275 27 feet to a steel pin In the north road
right-of-way.
thence. South 83 degrees 58 West 111 22 feet to the point of beginning
The above described property is conveyed eubject to any previously conveyed
easements of record or in onstence.
Grantor henein obtained title to the above-descnbed property by deed from
Mason Thomism and wtfe Nerene Thomam, dated December 24. 1986 and being
of recerd on Microfilm in Book 169. Card 1838. in the office of the Clerk of
the
Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property ehall be eold on •cash or credit baste of 30 days.
but if sold on •credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall Is required to depostt
with
the commissioner ten percent of the purchase pnce with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty ,30, days, enth sufficient surety. bearing interest at 12% per
annum frorn the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
days A lien shall be retained on the property as addittonal security All delinquent taxes ithall be ascertained and paid, but shall be mold subject to the current year ad valorem taxes

DENNIS TURNER, FIRST KENTUCKY
BANK OF MAYFIELD.

DARREL 0 NE1DIGH IV.
A/K/A DARREL 0 NEIDIGH. II,
AMBER R NEIDIGH. ET AL .

the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public
auction on Fnday, November 13 2009. at the hour 0(10-00 a.m . local
time. or
thereabout. the
following deecnbed property located uti Calloway County, Kentucky,
+nth la
addrees being
1014 Almo Shiloh Road, Murray KY 42071 and being more particularly
described as follows

Except. A part of Section 34, 71iimadup 3, Ranee 5 East, and being deecnbed
try
beginning at •stake on the North edge of the right a way of Kentucky Highway
464, said point being the Southwest corner of the Rudy L Whitlock property.
thence North with the common boundary with the Whitkek property for distance of approximately 768 feet to•stake; thance West on a common bocuidary
with the Vortetlock property for a distaece of approximately 125 feet to • stake;
thence South for • durtance of •pproximately 768 feet to • stake in the North
right of way of Kentucky Highway 464, thence East along the North edge
of said
right of way for •datance of approximately 1275 feet to • stake et the pcint
of
beginning
Being tn all respects the same property conveyed to Vitae Edward, Dunnaway
and wife, Brenda J. Dunnaway by Generai Warranty Deed from Doiaald E
Flobtrison and wife, Mary E Robinson, dated and fUed December 9, 1980.
of
record in Deed Book 161. Page 1801, in the offioe of the Calloway County
Court
Clerk Brenda J. Dunnaway denved full utle upon the cieeth of her
huaband,
Wile', Edward' Dunnawayldied November 21. 1997 recorded
in Book 270, Page
5401, pursuant to the survivorship clause in iuud deed
And; A triangular tract of land adjacent to the Southwest rerner of the
7.241
acre tract occupied by Dunnaway but is the pruperty of R C McKinney
as per
Deed Book 163. Card 773, and is further described as follows
Begiruung at the Southweert corner of the 7 241 sere tract, said
point being
located on the North R/W hne of Ky Highway 464 and at the
centerline of an
old abandoned road, thence following the North R/W Luie of Kentucky
Highway
464 the following calla; North 63 degrees 52' 13' West 72.06', North
56 degrees
03' 50' West 73 12', North 50 degrees 24' 16- West 110 65' to an iron
pin: thence
South 84 degrees 19' 26- East and leaving rued roadway 204.50' to•
point located in the centerline of the aforementioned abandoned road; than..
South 2
degrees 5.5 15" East and following the centerline of said road 124.00'
to the
point of begirming
trart. contains 0 328 acres and is aubject to any adde
uonal FVW along Ky Hwy 464 as may be of record_
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Dennis Tamer, a single
person, by Deed from Brenda J Leech Irk/a Brenda J Dunnaersyl, and husband,
Howard A Leech, dated October 25, 2000 and filed November 1, 2000, of record
in Book 359, Page 298, in the office of the Callovray County Court Clerk
Parcel Number- 067.0.0027-A
The aforementioned property shall be sold or. cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on •credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent r104! a the purchaae price, with the halance to be
paid in full vrithin thirty r 301 days, with sufficient snrety bond, beanng intereet
at 12% per annum from the date of'sale until paid, and hilly due and payable in
thirty i301 days A lien shall be retained 0•I the property ail additional security
All delinquent texas shall be ascertained and paid, but the property ithall be
told subject to the current year ad valorem tame
This 22nd day of October. 2009
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Comrnasioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Advertisers ere
requested to
check the first
Insertion of their
ad for any error.
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By virtue of a Judgmen1 and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on September 14, 2009, in the above cause, to satafy the Judgment a the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $88.328 65, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in
the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at oublIc
auction on Thursday. November 5. 2009, at the hour of 10-00 a m.. lor-al time or
thereabout, the
following deecnbed property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its
addness bemg
7121 State Floute 94 West. Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly
described as follows
Tract 1

A part of Section 34. lbwnship 3, Range 5 East, and deecnbed by begimung
at a
stake on the North edge of the right of way of a blackleg public road knoem
ea
the Almo Shiloh Road, which point a at the Southeast comer a the land herem
c-onveyed and at •common earner to the lands of Alma Roberts. thence North
on
a common boundary tc the land of siud Alma Roberta for approxmately 768
feet
te•stake; thence Wert on a common boundary to said Robert for a distance
a
approximately 513 feet to a stake. common coroer to Darnell, thence South on a
common boundary to Darnell approximately 585 feet to a "take, thence turtling
in •Southweaterly direction. but continuing on a common bremdary to Darnell,
for•distance of approximately 210 feet to•stake in the North edge °Rile right
of way of the AlmonTailoti road; thence Lao Moog the North edee of the right
of
way of the Almo Shiloh road for approximately 480 feet to stake which a
the
pcmt of beginning. It a intended that all lands meently owned by Granter.
and nituated North of the Almo-Shiloh road, mad which were obtained by them
as part of the property describal by deed which us of record in Deed Book
No 87
at page Nos 248-249, are conveyed to Grantees berme,
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Free Pallets

DEFENDANTS
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By virtue of•Judgrnent and Order a Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit
Court on September 28, 2009. in the above thuae, to satisfy the Judgment
of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $88.571 39. 1 thall proceed to
offer for
sale at the Courthouse doer in

"ea
This 22nd day of October, 2009
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Mister Commetsioner
Calloway nrcuit(-our(

PLAINTIFF,
VS NrYlICE OF SALE

PLAJNTIFF.

VS NCYFICE OF SALE
DEFENDANTS

A 280.22 acre tract of land loaded on the North side of Highway 514. approximately 8 mthas east of the Murrsy community of Calloway County. and MOFT
particularly described as- Beginning at the southwest corner of the property
herein described, said corner being a point Ul the north right-of-way of Hightail!.
614 and at the southeast corner of an 11 00-acre tract, 100 feet east of the
southeast comer of the V.O. Shelton property.
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thence, continuing along the creek South 34 degreee 05 East 550.05 feet to
a
tree on the West bank of the creek.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask
for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.• Fax '753-1927

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on September 14 2009, in the above cause, to sausfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $3,926.10, 1 shall proceed to offer for sale
at the Courthouse &zee In the City of Merrily, Calloway County. Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auctloo ort Friday, November 13. 2009, at the hour of
10700 •.m.. Iccal time. or thereabout, the following deacnbed property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more partacularly descnbed as follows
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies
do
occur Readers using
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at their own risk
Although persons and
companies
mentioned
herein
are
believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
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APARTMENT complex
looking for part-time
manager in 1Aurray,
KY. Send inquiries to
P.O. Box 160, Doe
Run, MO 63637 or
emal response to
Nandiver0
nyemanagementcom

FULL-TIME opps HS
grads ages 17-34. Full
pay, benefits, training,
30 days vacation/yr.
for school No exp.
needed. Call Mon-Fn.
1800-777-6289.

'Beginning in the center of the State Highway No. 94 in Lynn Grove. Kentucky.
at E E. Dougiaa's N E. corner and the NV/ oorner of the land herein conveyed.
thence South 388 feet to a stake: thence F.ast 121-1/2 feet te a stake. thence
North 266 feet. thence Weet 51-1/'2 feet; thence North 47 feet; thence East 29
feet; thence North 99 feet to the center of the state highway; thence West with
the center a the highway 141 feet to the begizming corner EXCEFT that portion
of said lot deeded to the Commonwealth of Kentucky for state highway right of
way.'
'Tract 2
"A part of the SE Qr Of Section 33, T 2.R.3 E.ast Beginnmg at the N.E corner
of the Gordon Crouch lot, tt being the NE corner of the concrete floor on the
South side of State Highway No 94. thence South enth said concrete lied
Crouch's lane 6 preas; thence West 1-3/4 poke, thence South 2-3/4 poles; thence
East 2-1/2 po/es to a stake. thence North
8-3/4 poles to the center of Highway. thence with said highway Wart to the
beginning
Tract 3
A part of the SE Qr Of S 33, T 2.R 3 East: beguirang at e rtake in the center at
a State the N.E corner of the JC Beaman Shop lot; thence South ynth Gerts
Story & JC Beaman line 8-3/4 poles te a stake In Gordon Crmalt hoe, thence
West nee rod to a stake in Gordon Crouch lute, thence North about 8-3/4 poles
te
the center of State Road. thence East 1 rod to the point of beginning, it being
the remainder of the JC Beaman Shop lot "
Being the same property' conveyed to Darrell 0 Nincligh, IV. and Amber R.
Neeligh, husband artd 'rife, by deed dated May 16, 2007. of record in Book
695.
Page 420, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be .Id
•cash or credit basis of 30 dayo,
but if eald on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with
the cominisooner one-tturd of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
two equal installments full vnthin thirty ,30) days, vnth sufficient surety bond,
bearing amerces at 124 per annum frorn the date of sale until paid, and felly
due and payable in thirty 30, dart A hen shall be retained on the property as
additional security All delinquent taxes ithall be ascertained and paid, but shall
be sold subject te the current year ad valorem taxes
This 15th day or (1.-”4.-- ,̀nno
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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and ro•sti ict ions tor WESTERN SI14
*43 Pagoo 415 amended in Book 641 Page 7s6
the Caolow.t%
Office tn Mum.% Kentucky
.0,erkarar.

Suhaect too
restricti,ns conditions. rood...merits am: •
the 1)eed from United States of America Tennesaer Valles

11.•

‘1..1
t' 4'hip Adams III Esq
. to I '0 t.trnes

k% anr.

Being designated as I.ot is wE.STERN KituREs
II •
plat of same ol record in Plat P.00k
I.
.gt•
tt:Ifd.. 4730. tl. 11..
County Court Clerk s(
Murras hentuck% to, %%toil {dolt o.i.ort
▪
hereto made for more pan!. 11I•11 tit•r•Vrlpf 8•11

.
.1,
A1.1111.
,

Page 7,1,7 Book 114i Page 479 Book 103 Bag,
Page 4/.7 in the 1...114,,IS Count% Clerk's Office in Moon,. 1,
Bottk :0.1

•

-o• 4,11%. notice is hereto% given to the unknown
.•
it law or Assam.(.1 Carl Shaw ; T
• o. h and or James W Fromm, and or an%
hii mav have an Interest in Lot
, • cd.%
•
• Ithsai Roar Estates. that Voll have
.1- .1 point% to litigation in Calloway
:• • i.1%. Action Number 083'1-00042
••
ala•giotions have heen niade that
•
c
S , heirs at law or assigns of
• • r Hamilton :indoor James W
other indivoduals, mac have or
wor•shin interest in Lot 41. Unit I tof
. o • Eatcoes Unless such claims are made
to% said unknown spoust.si. heirs at law
•ot Carl Shaw. T Hamilton and or
•E.
,
rnirt . andor other individuals within
ot ,,t
notice same may be adversely
I.
t, 1i8. roroseeding andor barred
from

sante property co.rotesed too Bobby Joel Troradueli Sr
t.
S Tr...Owen hy deed from KA Land Partners. 1.1.4. &lieu septeints
rero•rd ln 14.tok 667. Page 4.4 in the office of the Clerk of the t
..% our',
Court
Bran,: the

Notice of Pending Litigation
Heirs At Law or Assigns of William Napier who
4. have an interest in lad 41. Unit 1 of Biota!
cr Estates Heirs At Law or Assigns of G T
,rolton who noay have an interest in laa 41. Unit
• Blood River Estates. and Heirs At Law or
gns tot JaIllef
Fesniire who may have All
roost in Loa 41. Unit 1 of 131.1d River Estates
• known Spouse of William Napier who may
,ritenest
laot II Unit 1 of Blood River
Antown Spouse of G T Hamilton who may loo
• Interest in Lot 41. Unit 1 of Blood River Est..,
rt Unknown Spouse of James W Fesmire %%h.
,4 have an interest in Lot 41 Unit 1 of Blood
..•r Estates Unknown Individuals wile rriai
riderest in lad 41 Unit 1 of Ffitsod River Est
,
C ,Chipi Adams. III. Es('
r ning thrdod Attorney

Th. aforementioned properts shall ho sold ono task to- tree
but sold on a 1redit of 10 da%s the purohaser shall tot reqo to ,1
the ctommissioner tt.n pertent of the pun hase prue with tho bool.ti
ir. 6111 otthin tort% fit t. Co days vtith
tent sure:, is icing ad. ro -"T
per annum from the daft tot wale until paid and fulls fill. and pa% able it
•
U. dolts A hen shall be retained on tho rola rt. as additional sect
delinquent taxes shall be astenained and paid but sha
• .l.a
I torrent N 4-ar ad yoolorem taxes
This 1:ot n dav ot October 2.09
Ron...trolly submitted
NLAX W PARKER
Master 'ommissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

strut.tive notice IS hereby given to tht•
ase s r. heirs at law tor assigns of William Napier.
• 1. Hamilton. andor James V4' Fesmire. and or
any totht•r individual who may have an Interest in
lot 41. I 'nit 1 of Blood River Estates. that you have
• ••o•ri named as a party tto litigation in Calloway
I, int Court Civil Action Numher 08-11-00043.
,o•rein certain allegations have been niude that
unknown spouses i heirs at law tor assigns of
William. Napier. G T Hanoilton. andor James W
Fesmire, andor other individuals, may have tor
claim an ownership interest in Ltot 41. Unit I of
131..d River Estates Unless such claims are made
in the case by said unknown spouse‘s,. heirs at law;
tor assiloms of Vo'illiarn Napier, G T Hamilton and or
Jame, Fesmire. andor other individuals within
:II days of this notice. same may be adversely
affected by this proceeding andror barred from
doing so.

COMNIONWEALTII 41F KENTUCKY
t WItT )1-. JUS fICE
t AlloWAY CIRCUll'
Civil Action N,o 09.41_002m
DEUTS4'HE BANK NATIONAL TRUST CI iMPANY
AS TRI'STEE FoR Br'APB LLC TRUST 2007-A131

PLAINTIFF

VS NOTICE OF SALE
ANTI

SABATI 0,

DEFF.NDANTS

fl% virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on September 214. 2009. in the illsovt• cause to satisfy the Judgment oof the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $68.413 74 1 shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murrax. Calloway County. Kentucky
to tho• highest bidder. at public auction on Thursday. November 5. 2009 at the
hour oof 1000 m local time tor thereabout. the following described property
located in Calloway County Kentucky. with its address being 217 West«, Dro I
Murray KY 42071. and bong more panicularly described as follows

060
Help Wanted

Lots 585 586 5S7 and 577 of l•nit 11 of Anderson Shores Subdivision as shown
by the plat thereof recorded in Plat Book ro. at Page 73. lodged in the Calloway
County Clerka Office

The Murray Ledger & Times has a full-time
clerical position available. Applicant must
haw coniputer knowledge and he able to
multi-task. Exceptional interpersonal and
communications skills are required. Some
bookkeeping knowledge a plus. but not
required. Send resume to P.O. Box 1040-T.
N1urra. KY 42071. No phone calls.

The above described L
70,5 5s6 5/47 and 51.1. are conveyed and transferred
subject to all pndective covenants. restrictions. easements, reservations and all
oother covenants running with the title oof said land as shown in Book 154. Page
2201. in the office of the Calloway Count% Clerk
Except any interest in the coal. oil. gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances and all
nghts and easements in favor oof the estate. of said coal. gal. gas and other inint•r•
als. it any
Being the same property conveyed to Antonio Sabato by deed from Kenneth
Lorman. et ux . dated lieu 2. .7. 2o4ffi. in Book 676. Page III. in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property. shall be sold on cash or credit basis of all
hut it sold on a credit of :iii days. the purchaser shall be
required to deposit
the tommissioner ten percent of the purchase price. with the balance to be la.
in full within thirty
days with sufficient surety. bearing interest at 12.. .
annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable in thirty
day.s A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All delin
vent taxes shall he ascertained and paid. but shall he sold subject to the cur
rent N ear ad valorem taxes
This 15th day of(h-tober, 2009
Respectfully submitted
MAX W PARKER

NOTICE OF BOND SALE
Tne Ca:. of Murray Kentucky , Electnc Plant Board will. until
.,•oil.er 12. 2009 at the hour of 11110 a fro E S T receive at the office of the
rintendent toil (olive Street. Murray Kentucky 42071. sealed competitive
•-or the purchase of $5.460.000 , plus or minus up to $546.0011, of its (
of
Kentucky Electric Plant Board Refunding Revenue Bonds. Series 21.109. •
.roci as of December 3. 21109 the Bonds'. maturing ton Deceir.ber I. 2021
hid
I its 50', of pari
Legal opinion by Frost Brown Todd
1..,111,V1:.• Kentucky
Upon iiiiittanue iit the Bonds. the Bonds shall be regoed
fie name of a nominee of The Depository Trust Company o 'DTC
securities depository for tho• Elonds Purchases of benefit ial
• . •• sts
the Bomb ma,
.
made in lotok•entry form only. in the principal
Iasi 1141 or any multiple of $5 0041
•.

na .o. beer designated by the ('Itv of Murray Ko•ntucky Electric PI
•i • hoc 11...ord as :III {NSW of qualified tax-exempt obligations Ur •
I. ol the Internal Revenue Code of 19S6 and are offered for co% otempt
-4111,1 Ito certain qualificat
s set out in detail
t
t: Form- and 4 otitht ions
in the (Oficial Statement Good faith dor
,. • • ssioi. 1,1d. o
lw retnored prior too the close tot binoiness the day an.
,ro taitt.t.
14.. 1181.18,111, Anoint ,It two pern•nt
tot the par ilMOUIr
111.• 14..n(1.

i,i•

s•,,, PARITY.
accortiance with the
information abotit
paten
I I 1, I' 1,11, 1..1 AdY.Istor or l'AftITY s at ,212o st49-5021
.,- -trtr•dong tho torregoorog
root roods may he submitted Vi8
..r h.. hand oi. ;oers it
the ffilt•ial Bid Form
a.

4,1

Tho Official

I iirt ilia

For,.

availabie from the financial advisor. J B
1.6 ',lurk,
Adcoor
fflit JAI Statement in the form deo •
car flnal to% t •,.. Prod 13...orti oat ts• obtained fr
the Vinod.,
Bond,'a:"warded t.• ofoo• winning bidder Id thor Chairmar
th.
N•p% ember 12 '241119

off,,

Int, restril applii ants must appts In resume
,,,', mien ies% % ss ill be granted hi qualtfied

1

,,wilii ants AFTER 1 f'S14111e t are revieued.
1 , •,ilatels ita an-the-spot Internet% s s% ill he
, aliii red
all RR 41

of NIurras . Kent Olt ks
,,n (0,401.9 44,

th.• I •iti.
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lool

1st. • 11urra. K1 12071
fliior, RAM a.m. - 5:140 p.m.
• dd....1111d,niurraltdarr..iim

blis11142,,

Prepares daily cash 11.
0.1 riisheets logs
daily bank transactions and distributes to
management corporate
Posts accounts receivable and miscellaneous
cash receipts transactions Maintain all
accounts payable files and records
Process and post invoices. employee
expense reports. and internal check requests
for multiple locations
Prepares and posts journal entries Posts
cancelled checks for items that have cleared
the bank
Prepares monthly reconciliations for inclusion in the reconciliation binder
Performs account analysis or detailed review
for identified accounts with supporting documentation
Documents financial transactions by entering account information. Summarizes current
financial status by collectrng information
preparing balance sheet. profit and loss statement. and other reports
Reconciles financial discrepancies by collecting and analyzing account inlormation
Complies with federal. state, and local legal
requirements by studying requirements.
enforcing adherence to requirements. filing
reports. advising management on needed
actions
Other duties may be assigned
Requirements
Bachelor s degree (I3 A I from four-year a
eld
cto
lege ur university, two to three years rel
experience and•or training, or equivalent combination of education and experience
Accounting Degree required
Please submit your resume to
careersdchuckjones.net

rm

U RRAY

STATE UNIVERSITY

GREGig
row5055 rua

Health Services
Advanced Registered Nurse Practitioner
(ARNPI. Health services at Murray State
University Ten-month. full-time, two-month.
part-time salaried position to begin in
January, 2010
Qualifications Licensed as a registered nurse
in the state of Kentucky. Master's degree in
nursing from an accredited nurse practitioner
program, certified as an adult or family nurse
practitioner and registered in the state of
Kentucky as an ARNP required Demonstrated
ability to practice without a physician on site is
required. Demonstrated ability to evaluate and
treat from 20-30 clients daily is required.
Experience in an ambulatory health care facility
required, experience in treating adults with
more complex health issues preferred. experience in presenting health education programs
preferreo. Must demonstrate strong communication and interpersonal skills and possess a
desire to be part of a professional nursing tearthat provides health care services tor the
university community

Responsibilities. Work in a collaborative
arrangement with the Health Services' consulting physician. provide individualized health care
for Jents based on the rules and regulations of
the Kentucky State Nurse Practice Act partice
pate in the outreach wellness program
Application Deadline

To Apply Send letter of application. resume.
transcripts. arid the names and contact information for three references to Health Services
Search Committee. 136 Wells Hall, Murray
State University. Murray. KY 42071 Women
and minorities are encouraged to apply Murray
State University is an equai education and
employment opportunity M F D, AA employer

COORDINATOR II, Adventures in Math a,
Science IAIMS1., Department of Upward
Math and Science Program. Murray State
University. Full-tome. twelve-month position to
begin December 2009 QUALIFICATIONS:
Bachelors Degree Required Degree in Math,
Science. Computer Science, Health Sciences.
Agriculture. Engineering or related field preferred. Master's Degree in Counseling.
Education. Human Services, Communications
or related field preferred Two years experience working with low income, first generation
students, parents. ana high school personnel
required Must possess knowledge of college
admissions, academic requirements, the financial aid process, and web page design Strong
oral and written communication skills and time
management skills required Must be willing to
work occasional evenings and weekends.
RESPONSIBILITIES Plans workshops and
activities for participants during the academic
year Coordinates daytime classes and
,,•vening classes during the summer compo• •,, t Conducts bimonthly school visits and col,•4e preparation workshops Administers mentoring program, publishes monthly newsletter,
and maintains web page Application
Deadline Postmarked by November 20 2009
TO APPLY Send letter of application. resume.
copres of transcripts. and names of three professional references to Chair Coordinator II
Search. 240 Blackburn Science Building.
Murray. KY 42071 Women and minorities are
encouraged to apply. Murray State University
a equal education & employment opportunity.
Po? n
AA Employer

PREVENTION SPECIALIST
Responsible for student assistant program
assessment, planning organization, and
delivery
Qualifications: Masters in appropriate field
with one year related experience in substance
abuse field or Bachelor's degree with relevent
experience Work flexible hours, KY drivers
license-sale record Prefer experience working
with youth
Send resume to: Anne Thurman
Vice President for Human Resources
F our Rivers Behavioral Health. 425 Broadway
Suite 201 Paducah KY 42001
Open until filled EOE

-

Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton. KY
42025 EOEJAAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

PERSON needed fo
part-time work at busy
law office A4on-Thurs
10am-3pm and Friday
Sam-5pm tor the purpose of filing answering the telephone run
ning errands and other
miscellaneous tasks
Automobile
required
to run errands Send
resume to PO Box
1075.
Murray
KY
42071
POSITION at local
CPA
firm
P.T
Clerical Admin position Must be proficient
in MS office. able to
maintain confidentiatrty. should be dependself-motivated.
able
multilasker
posess
strong social skills, and
able to meet deadlines
Exposure to
income tax
payroll
reporting and bookkeeping
a
plus
References required
Reply PO Box 527.
Murray KY 42071

CLEANING service for
office rentals. apartments, reference available 227-6535
EXPERIENCED caregiver for elderly wrref
227-5069
HOLIDAYS
ARE
NEAR9
DO
YOU
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED'?
270 293 5806
MANAGER needed
for a new Murray Child
Development Center
Minimum Associates
degree required Call
1615)330-8193
STAY at home mother
of 2 is available full or
part-time
hours
Availability is from
6am-9pm
Mon-Sat
Children ages inf incy
to pre k Reasonable
Rates, 270-293-0374
270-978-5194
120

comm- I

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

-

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753 3633

l'allowin Garden
Esse% I /owl,

BUYING
Junk cars trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004

,Purple' this(
,
1 0'
421.1'1
i)m• .411,1

Apartment,

BUYING old U S. Coin
collections
Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999
CASH paid for
good used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray

0-751-8554
2
,
I RD 1.14111-545-1/113
1. Ai. 2143
DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W Large, 2BR
1 5 bath garage. all
appliances.
CuhliA
water. sewer. and trash
pick-up furnished 1
small
indoor
pet
allowed
$675 mo
293-7404

WE buy & sell good
used furniture
(2701357-0400 2935762

BODY by Jake gravity
lorce trainer, like new
with instruction manual and DVD $750
oniine will sell for
$300 2,
11 5236
Appliances

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPUANCES
WARD-f.LKINS

605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 1 bedroom
with all appliances
including washer &
dryer Call (270)7595885 or (270)2937085
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
accessible
Phone
442-8721
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am TDD No
1 -800-648-6056
Equal
Housing
Opportunity
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill,
water.
trash. and furnish all
appliances including
washer & dryer. Only
5550,mo.
You won t fond a nicer
Dr cleaner apartment'
,2701492-8211

160
Home Furnishings
MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
401 MAPLE ST
(270)761-7653
Recliners $199 95
Table & 4 chaffs
5199 95

Firewood
Firewood tor sale 540
ick. delivered
492-8266

LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled. on
campus. CI-VA. W&D.
5600 water. sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets 759-4696.
293-4600
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984,
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD
q•••,,
,•1956

-Firewood 293-2487

12 x 65 2BR 1 bath
,,ce house. 54500
...ludes move and set
b 270-994-1595.
, 999 Clayton 16030.
2BA, excellent
'9701489-

11111didn Ainruments
nov, taking agqicalions

RI DUCED
%LW LI(
RE114111ELED
411R. '51 METED
1/2 ACRE LOT.
S13,500/000
DON"( MISS OUT!

apadmcnb.
No ardit check.
Call 270-437-411i:
TOD 711. EHO
Hours M-F.

753-6012

STORA
PRO!

NOW
%IBC S
1104. 111K
Hamm,
y 4'4
270-7

11%

MI RI

720 S. 4
torostal
10‘1111oltf•

i2741142

12711125

PREP/
MINISTC
•Insrde dim;
stora
*Security

•Sate

•We sell
•We rent
753-9i

2 male poo-p
12701753-22f

AKC Great C
& Chihuahi
Shots & WOrl
270-210-6CH

DOG Obedie
,2701436-285

GERMAN Sh
puppies $25C
Yorkie puppie

temaies,5500
male,S400. ft
ed. vacinatea

1270)247-579

(270)748-590

Quarter hors,
without saddli
767-1612

YARD 5,

1409 DUE

DRIVI
SATURC
7 00-2

Rooms For Rant
Mobile Homes For Rent
Study in paradise 9
miles from campus
515
Saddle
Ln I
5400'mo
206-883-6219

3BR 28. by lake
5375 monthly
(2701753-2251
LARGE 3eR
753-6012

5295
Houses For Rent
2 & 3 BR houses
293-0139

Apartments For Rent

284 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required 753-4109

1 OFI 2br apts near
downtown Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1 Elntthaver ,' Be.nt,,n is t.a.ifIer•t:i a....,..epuy
applications for the followrng position RN
lull-time day & afternoon shift We offer
iximpetitive wages and an excellent benefit
package. Must be licensed in the State of
Kentucky

Alurrai 1.4

220
Apartnisrits For Rent

Want to Buy

November 20. 2009
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Hew Warned

Heip Warned

Leaai
Notice
t

Alurras 1 edger S. limes

1BR efficiency. appliances furroshea partial utilities. $230Tho
753-2934
1BR IBA. 1.5 blocks
from MSU 52459no
plus deposit
References required
492-8069. 970-8412.

3BR. 1BA, appliances
furnished. 5595/mo.
978-0742
HOUSE with garage
for rent in Hazel. KY,
must have references.
5450 month $450
security
(2701978-7441
SMALL 2BR, 1 mile
from city limits Deposit
& Lease
No pets
5425
753-6156

1BR price reduced
,arious
I9cations
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex in city,
Excellent prIvai..y Just
redecorated
New
heating & air equipment 1N,d hook-up.
willrng to furnish w d
Stove
refrigerator
,ncluded
No pets
$465 mo
270-767-1176

WATERFRONT
For
Rent. 2BR. 2BA. completely furnished More
info go to www.hamhnlakeretreatky com or
436-5091

iiiifiUtIS

Storage Rentals

A&F VVarehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR near MSU. appliances
furnished,
C'H.A Coleman FtE
753-9898
4BR C H A all appli
ances Coleman RE
753-9898

ESTATE SA1
FRONIA MA
8351 ST R
NORTH. BE
MURRA
MAYFIE
WEDNESI
THURSI
9.00

a60

2BR duplex.

C,H A
locations

YARD S
601 BRO1
STREI
THURSI
FRIDA'
SATURI
7:00Somethir
everyone
clothe
dishwasher
other sl

Alinistorage
All sizes to
fit )our needs
Located b
I. meg) radio station
753-8359 759-9854
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CORNI

Otter:
•All size Units
• 24r7 Surveillance

Baby girl cl

• Electricity

8. other hat

We

• Climate

Control

NEON MACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave • /53-3853
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large 1 bedroom
kll appliances
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taking applicator 1 & 2br units
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3721
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Shirr:is Ledger

1

i ‘ssii
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360

400

Sterne &MUM

480
Hones For Saba

Yard Sale

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
r,i

and furnish all
ances including
er & dryer Only
'mo
Non t find a nicer
eaner apartment'
492-8211
1E 3BR apt.
r remodeled. on
Pus.
W&D,
water. sewage &
furnished. no
759-4696.
4600

IOW LEASING
3bedroom Apts
, accept Section
8 vouchers
e at Mur-Cal Apts
2 Northwood Dr
Monday.
dnesday. Friday.
Ione 759-49F34
igual Housing
Opportunity
4'i-800-648-6056
le Apartments is
taking aliplicalions

270-753-2905

•I$I$

2_
in paradise 9
from campus
Saddle
Ln I

$

BR houses
139

3edroom houses
& deposit
ed 753-4109
1BA. appliances
hed. $595,,mo
742

SE with garage
nt in Hazel. KY.
have references
month • $450
ity
978-7441

LL 2BR. 1 mile
city limits Deposit
ease No pets

i156

ERFRONT For
2BR, 2BA. com/ furnished More
310 www hamlinotreatky com or
091

AKC Great Dane $80e
& Chihuahua S350
Shots & wormed
270-210-6067

LAKE LOT
BLOW-OUT SALE'
Sat Nov 7th
2. ACRE LAKE LOT
W FREE BOAT
SLIPS
, ,st 24 400
was 29 900
Pa: NO dosing Costs'

.
'inancirg Call now 1-

_003 YZ85. SI .800
Wm 270-436-2667

14,15, 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

1409 DUDLEY
CIIII

7534606

-1=[--For Rent
Sport Utility Vehicles

queen size bed &
mattress. dishes.

3 ric re lot for rent with
matmle l',3111.?
5200 rrurtt, north of
Mundy ar, grarl ruaO.
2.jt)-4:44- 1,ar.

clothes
dishwasher lots of
other stuff

02 Ford
Explorer
vxhite 4DR excellent
condition 489-2209
95 Jeep VVrangler sott
top excellent condirun
new
tires.
mles S5 500

Acreage
YARD SALE
601 BROAD EX.
STREET
THURSDAY.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Something for
everyone vvinter

5-Acres
ready to build
approx. 15 miles
from Paris Landing
S25.000.
Contact
Pam Bygden
Lake Realtors
(731)642-1399
6471 E. Antioch Rd
Buchanan TN 38222

8359 759-9854
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small
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Services Offered

THREE PARTY GARAGE SALE
CORNER OF N16TH & UTTERBACK
THURSDAY & FRIDAY
8 00 3 00
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LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leal Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

of.) Cost Estimate
' 7 9641
AFFORDABLE

recaaJ: J‘..hes
..C,,orages
*Water Termite
P image
• •

YOUR AD
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ARIES (March 21-April 19)
Keep watching ...That is
gOlny orl around you The scene
changes so quickly. it s like you
are viewing a movie
heads your way. adir
pense into !he mix A
provides a cohesr ,
. ,
Tonight Hang OW
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
** Curb a need to bi t.
sive and lust listen I,
being offered Don't al
are in a negotiation t
are just hanging out `rut,
be quite delighted by v.1
offered Tonight Your treat
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
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1,,,
:ult parent or boss NJ
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lem. Tonight. Whatever t.
smile on your face
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GIGANTIC YARD SALE
1622 COLLEGE FARM ROAD
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Too mar), iterr
to mention. Cars.
antiques. clothing
Washer & Drvers

Licensed & Insured
Free estimates

Carrey. Zemeckis capture

Harnes For Sale

'

JONES

ROOFING
(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355

I lie Star. Sinn) tilt. Kind nl
ESTATE SALE FOR
FRONIA MANNING
8351 ST RT 121
NORTH. BETWEEN
MURRAY 8
MAYFIELD
WEDNESDAY 8
THURSDAY
9:00

(270)293-4020
(270)293-1924

FREE

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 24
759-5534
Chuck Van Fins-

(

Storage Rentals

All sizes to
t sour needs
Located bs
gs radio stallion

15+ years exp.
Licensed cceitrector
Free Emanuele.
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Auto Parts

YARD SALE
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Aldridge & McCuiston
Roofing Co.
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Furniture includes
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Lots For Sale

SATURDAY
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dreaniekl
Animated adaplato

Livestock & Supplies

DRIVE

4:4

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

RIR
CONSTRUCTION
Clay Ryan
Ole. Homes
•Aadrtions <lamps
*Decks •Pote Barr.1-.
•Larrar,ate.Softett
•vaarl Siding •Wrorlows '
woiI, *Hardwood
293-0234
293-1681

\

Ir%e Buy Houses!
Immediate
Debi Relic('
an Estate"
In Fored,,surej
1.0...al Home Buyers
Can [leap'
No Coq To You
No Equity 0K
7611108,1E-COM
270)761-HOME

'.' •

Ouarter horse with
without saddle
767-1612

3301 frt. Pit 121N.
753-8087
Tyler Mordosk • 293-1722
Display Hours SAO-1M

Lake Property

753-11116 727-0811

Warehousing
'
MSU $20-50
753-7668

Hamilton Granite

293

'/ERY aately home'
Beautiful landscaping
Circle drive in front.
r•eenerl porch and
c,irtyard Great family
room hardwood floors
Just move right In'
4 large bedrooms 2
baths walk to Murray
High You won t
disappointed S169.900
Call Barbara Campbell
Campbell Realty 270Z93-7f,t74

183-6219

Houses For Rent
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SW; Real Property
Proofessionals
293-7872

2 male poo-porris
(270)753-2251

GERMAN Shepherd
puppies $250-ea
Yorkie puppies.
femalesi$500.
nialeiS400. full-blood
ed. vacinated
1270)247-5799
(270)748-5909
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Neu 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Nisei-field Estates.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside cionate Luntiol
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
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Better Built Garages, Inc.
• ••

J,1,11,1

a_ 1..1

compare Our
Quality and 4
Value Deluxe
Models

DELUXE MODELS
Completely Erected. Including Concrete Floors. Not Pre-Fab.
Carpenter Suitt. All Qualify Materials

2 Car Vinyl Siding Garage (Inducting Concrete floorl
Starting AI

7,975

Qualter Materials,
Not Pre Fab*,
Carpenter Built

Plus Off Level Lot - Larger Size Garages Available

Professional
Workmanship

SOME Of DOI OPTIONAL SHAMAN FUITINIES

*Glass in overhead :tows & walk-in doors • Extra wall height • Any roof pitch
you require • Trusses with storage
• Extra Windows • Extra Doors • Concrete Driveways and Aprons • Breezeway •
Available wall coverings: vinyl. wood.
masonite, brick metal. or stone • Plus many more • design your own
custom built building.

270-674-5530 or
Toll Free 1-888-852-3451
Melber, KY • www.bbgarages,com
Family Owned & Operated
Committed re Quality and Customer Satistaction

We Ofter You Free Estimates, References
and Location
of Garages In your Area and WrItten Warranty
YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL!
Quality Workmanship • Quality
Materiai
Built By Experienced Craftsmen

23 • Vtedtbeaday,

I
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTL'CKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Actson No 09-CI-00195
BRANCH BANKING & TRUST COMPANY

BOBBY JOEL TREADWEL1 AND
JANICE S TREADWELL

Leal
Nada

PLUNTIFF

DEFENDANTS

By vutue of• Default Judgment In Rem and Order of Sale entered
by the
Callowsy Circuit Court oil September 28 2009 in the above cause
to satisfy the
Judgment of the PlaintIff ut the approximate amount of $44.4&5 75 I
shall proceed to offer foe sale at the Courthouee door in the City of Murray,
Calloway
County. Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday
November 5, 2009, et the hour of 10-00•m , local time. or thereabout.
the
following descrlbed property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, mut
beIng
more particularly described as follows
Being designated LA Lot 48. WF.STERN SHORES. Phase II. as shown on
the
plat of WIPP of record in Plat Book 39. Page 14. Slide 3730, in the Callowsy
Coimty Court Clerk's Office in Murray Kentucky to which plat open& referWWI u) hereby made for • more particular description of mud lot
Subject to covenants and reenctions for WESTERN SHORES recorded in Book
649. Page 415, amended in Book 641, Page 706, in the Calloway County Clerk's
Office in Murray Kentucky
Subject to all reetnctione, conditione, requirements and easements as set out in
the Deed from United States of America Tannage. Valley Authority of record in
Book 103. Page 507, Book 103, Page 479, Book 103, Page 483, arid Book 103,
Page 487. in the Calloway Courity Clerk's Office in Murray, Kentucky

To Neu" At Law or Aasigns of Carl Shaw who may
have an interest ut Lot 41. Utut 1 of Blood River
Estates. Heirs At Law or Assigns of G T Hanulton
who may have an interest in Lot 41. Urut I of Blood
River Estates. and Hetes At LIM or Assigns of
James W Femme who may have an interest in Lot
41. Unit 1 of Blood River Estates Unknown Spouse
of Carl Shaw who may have an interest in Let 41.
Urut 1 of Blood River Estates Unkrioymi Spouse of
G T Hamilton who may have an interest in Lot 41
Utut 1 of Blood River Rotates, and Unknown
Spinne of Jerome W Femurs who may have en
mtereet an Lot 41. Unit 1 of Blood River Estates
Unknown Individuals who may have an intersect in
Lot 41 Unit 1 of Blood River Estates
William
From
, Chip)Adams III Elm •
Warrung Order Attorney
Consitructive notice is hereby given to the unknown
spousie•). hein at law or mourns of Carl Shaw. G T
Hamilton, arid/or James W Feenure. and/or any
other individual who may have an interest in Lot
41, Urut 1 of Blood River Eatates. that you have
been named as a party to litigation in Calloway
Circuit Court Civil Action Number 08-CI-00042.
wherein certain allegations have been made that
these unknown spouses hems at law or maigns of
Carl Shaw. G T Hamilton. and/or James W
Fesmire andlor other inchinduals, may have Or
claim an ovmerehip intone* in Lot 41. Utut 1 of
Blood %Vet Eatates Unless such elaima are macie
in the cam try said unknown spousece), hetre st law
or assigns of Carl Shaw, G T Hamilton, andior
JL Mee W Feernire, and/or other individuals within
50 dam) of this notice. same may be adversely
affected by tine proceeding and/or barred front
doing so

Berns the same property conveyed to Bobby Joel Treadwell, Sr , and wife. Janice
S Treadwell, by deed from KY Land Partners, LLC, dated September 28, 2006.
of record in Book 667 Page 46, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court
The aforemennoned property shall be sold on •cash or credit haste of 30 days.
but if sold on • credit of 30 days, the purchaser ehall be required to deposit with
the commiasioner ten percent of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within forty-five (45)days, with sufficient surety. bearing intermit st 12-el
per annum from the date of sale until paid, lind fully due and payable in fortyfive (45) days. A hen shall be retained on the property as additional secunty All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall b. sold subyect to the
current year ad valorem taxes
This 15th day of October, 2009
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Mester Commiesioner
Callowey Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COLTRT
Civil Action No 09-CI-00246
DEUTSCHE BANK NMIONAL TRUST COMPANY,
AS TRUSTEE FOR BCAPB LIE TRUST 2007-ABL

PIAINTIFF,

VS NOTICE OF SALE
AN'TONIO SABATO,

Aperensee

Notice of Pending Litigation

V9 N(YfICE OF SALE

DEFENDANTS

By virtue af•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on September 2S, 2009, in the above cause. to *Misty the Judgment of the
Platntiff in the approximate amount of $68,413.74, 1 ehall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky.
to the highest bidder, at public suction on Thursday. November 5, 2009. at the
hour of 10)00 a.m.. local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with its addrees being 217 Wesley Dnve,
Murray, KY 42071, tux( being more particularly deecnbed me follows
Lots 586, 586. 587 arid 577 of Unit II of Ander•on Shores Subdivision me shown
by the plat thereof recorded in Plat Book 5. at Page 73. lodged .n
- the Calloway
County Clerk's Office
The above described Lots 585, 5.86. S87 and 688 are conveyed and transferred
subject to all protective covenants. reetrictions. easements,. reservations and all
other oovenanta ruruung with the title of said land as &halm in Book 154, Page
2201, in the office of the Calloway County Clerk

1

Murray I-edger & I imes

Except any interest in the coal. oil, gm and other rcunerais underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in pnor conveyancee and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal. oil. gas and other minerals, if arty.

Notice of PenJmg Latigation
Tb) Heirs At Law or Assigns of William Napier who
may have an interest in Lot 41, Unit of Blood
River Estates, Heirs At Lew or Assign/ of G T
Hamilton who may have an interest in Lot 41.
I of Blood River &states, and Heirs At Law or
Assigns of James W. Feamire who may have an
interest in Lot 41, Unit 1 of Blood River Estate.
Unknown Somme of William Napier who may have
an interest in Lot 41, Unit 1 of Blood River Relate's,
Unknown Spouse of G.T. Hamilton who may have
an interee In Lot 41, Unit 1 of Blood River Estates.
and Unknowm Spouse of James W Feemire who
may have an interest in Lot 41, Unit 1 of Blood
River Estatee. Unknoern Individuals who may have
an interest in Lot 41, Unit 1 &Blood River Estates
From' William C (Chip) Adams. III, Esq. Warning Order Attorney
Constructive notice is hereby given to the unknown
spouses), heirs at law or mingle of William Napier,
G.T Harnilton, anclior James W Fes-mire, and/or
any other individual who may have an interest in
Lot 41, Unit 1 of Blood River &states, that you have
been named as a party to litigation in Calloway
Circuit Court Civil Action Number 08-CI-00043,
wherein certain allegatione have been roade that
these urdmown spouses), heirs at law or assigns of
Will'am Napier, G.T. Hamilton. and/or James W.
Fes-mire, and/or other individuals. may have or
clatm an ownership tnterest in Let 41, Unit 1 of
Blood River &nano Unless such claims are made
in the case by said unknown spouses), heirs at law
or assigns of William Napier. G T. Hamilton, and/or
Jamen 44' Fesmire, and/or other individuals within
50 days of this notice, same may be adversely
affected by thie proceeding and/or barred from
doing in)
"••••1116

*Med

The Murray Ledger & Tunes has a full-time
clencal position available. Apphcant must

The aforementioned property shall be sold on •cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but tf sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaaer shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent of the purchase price, with the balance to be piud
in full within thirty (30, days, with sufficient surety, beartng interest at 12% per
annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable in thirty 130)
days. A hen shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes ahall be ascertained and paid, but shall he eold subject to the current year ad valorem taxes
Thor 15th day of October, 2009
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Coauniamoner
Calloway Circuit Court

NOTICE OF BOND SALE
City of Murray (Kentucky) Electric Plant Board vnll, unt0
November 12, 2009, st the hour of 11)00 a m., E.S T , receive at the office of the
Superintendent, 401 Olive Street. Murray, Kentucky 42071, sealed competitive
bide for the purchase of $5_460,000 (plus or mann up to 9546,0001 of its) 'City of
Murray, Kentucky Electnc Plant Board Refunding Revenue Bonds, Series 2009,"
dated as of December 3. 2009(the 'Bonds') maturing on December 1. 2021
Minimum bid is $5,378,100 198.5094 of par). Legal opinion by Frost Brown Todd
LLC, Louieville. Kentucky Upon issuance of the Bonds. the Bonds shall be regortered in the name of a nominee of The Depoeitory Trust Company ("IITCwhich will act LP securities depository for the Bonds Purchases of beneficial
interests in the Bonds may be made in book-entry form Getty, in the principal
amount of $5,000.00 or any multiple of $5,000 00
The Bonds have been deeignated by the City of Murray Kentucky Electric Plant
Board (the 'Plant Board") as an issue of"quahfied tax-exempt obligetions" under
Section 266 (6)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and are offered for sale
on • tax-exempt basis subject to certain qualifications met out in detail in the
Official liprois and Conditions and in the Official Statement Good faith deposit
euccessfid bidder will be required pnor to the dem of hummers the day after
bids am taken in the minimum amount of two percent (2'4 )of the par amount of
the Bonds
Bids may be subtnitted electronically via PARITY* in accordance with the
Official Terms snd C,onditions. For further information about PARITY*, patennal bidders may contact the Financial Advisor or PARITY* at (2121849-5021
Notwithstanding the foregoing nonelectronic bids may be submitted
facsimile
or by hand delivery untiring the Official Bid Form
The Official Bid Form is available from the financial advisor, J.J B
Hilliard, W.L Lyons, LLC. Louisville. Kentucky (the 'Financial Advisor" i Bid
Forms Official Terms and Condition.. and Official Statement in the form deemed
to be "near final" by the Plant Baird may be obtained from the
Financial
Advisor The Bon& will be awarded to the winning bidder by the Chairman of
the Plant Boani on November 12, 2009.
This Notice of Bond Sale MLA approved by the City of Murray (Kentucky )
Electric Plant Board at a meeting held on October 26. 2009

Don't Forgetr
If you haven't picked up a picture that
was used in a classified
special section. you may come by our office during
our husinee.
hours and pick it up.
1001 Whitnell Ave. • Murr•y, KY 42071
Hours: 8,00 a.m. • 5:00 p.m.
(270175J-1916 • classifled@murrayledgercom

Accountant
Prepares daily cash flow worksneets logs
deity bank transactions and distributes to
managernenvcorporate
Posts eocounts rec,ervable ana rnisceNanitious
cast receipts transactions Maintain ish
accounts payable Nes and records
Process and post invoices. employee
expense reports and internal check requests
fOr multipie locations
Prepares and posts puma' entries Posts
cancelled checks for items that have cleared
the bank
Prepares monttity reconcitiatioris for inclusion in the reconcifiation binder
Performs account analysis or detailed review
for identified accounts with supporting documentation
Documents financial transactions by entering acoeunt information. Summanzes current
financial status by collecting information,
prepanng balance sheet, profit and ioss statement. and other repocts
Reconciles financial discrepancies by collecting and analyzing account information
Complies svith federal state, and local legal
requirements by studying requirements.
enforcing adherence to requirements; filing
reports. advising management on neereed
actions
Cither duties may be assigrsed
Requirements
Bachelor s degree (B. A.) from four-vear college or universrty: two to three years related
experience anctior training; or equeireent combination of echication and expenence.
Accourting Degree required

r.

U RIZAY EV

To Apply Send letter of appiication. resume.
transcnpts. and the names ano contact information tor three references to: Healtt Services
Search Committee, 1 36 Wells Hall, Murray
State University, Murray, KY 42071. Women
and minorities are encouraged to apply Murray
State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer.

LOUR &TIMES
COORDINATOR II. Adventures in Math and
Science (AIMS)., Department of Upward Bound
Math and Science Program, Murray State
University. Full-time. twelve-month position to
begin December 2009 QUALIFICATIONS•
Bacheiors Degree Required Degree in Math,
Science, Computer Science, Health Scienrees,
Agriculture, Engineering Of related field preferred. Master's Degree in Counseling,
Education. Human Services, Communications
or related field preferred. Two years expenence woricing with low income, first generation
students. parents. and high school personnel
required Must possess knov.iedge of college
admissions. ac.actemic requirements. the financial aid process, and web page design. Strong
oral arid written communication skills and time
managerrent skills required Must be willing to
work occasional evenings and weekends.
RESPONSiBILITIES Plans workshops and
activfiies for participants dunng the academic
year. Coordinates daytime classes and
evening classes durtng the summer component Conducts bimonthly school vises and college preparation workshops Administers mentoring program, publishes monthly newsletter,
and maintains web page Application
Deadline Postmarked by November 20. 2009
TO APPLY. Send letter of application. resume,
copies of transcnpts. and names of three professional references to Chair Coordinator
Search, 240 Blackburn Science Building,
Murray. KY 42071 Women and minorities are
encouraged to apply Murray State University
is a equal education & emproyment opportunity,
M/F/De AA Employer

PREVENTION SPECIAUST
Responsible for student assistant program
assessment. planning. organization, arsd
delivery.
Qualifications: Masters in appropnate field
with one year related expenerice in substance
abuse field or Bachelor's degree with relevant
experience Work flexible hours, KY drivers
license/safe record Prefer experience working
with youth
Send resume to: Anne Thurman,
Vice President for Human Resources,
Four Rivers Behavioral Health, 425 Broadway.
Suite 201. Paducah, KY 42001
Open until filled. EOE

WE buy & sell good
used furniture.
(270)357-04M 2935762

Arlidas
Far INN
BODY by Jake gravity
force trainer, like new,
vetth instruction manual and DVD. S750
online, wiN sell fie
S300 293-5236
Aptilinme

LARGE
SELECTION
lISEM-APPLLANt Is
WARD FLOURS

(2701 753 1713

affitalkom-

Brethaven of Bentor is currently accepting
applications tor the following position: RN
full-time day & afternoon shift We offer
competitive wages and an excellent benefit
package. Must be licensed in the State of
Kentucky
Apse)
,In person st Britthaven of Banton
2607 Main Street Hwy 541 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Rreentstd

Firewood for sale S40
rick, delivered
492-8266

POSITION at local
CPA
firm
PfT
Clerical/Admin position. Must be proficient
in MS office, able to
maintain conficiontiatity, should be dependable. sell-motivated,
multetasker, posess
strong social skills. and
able to meet deadlines
Exposure to
income tax. payroll
reporting. and bookkeeping
a
plus
References required
Reply PO. Box 527,
Murray. KY 42071

CLEANING serviCe 10
office, rentals, apartments. reference available. 227-8535
EXPERIENCED caregiver for etderty. weref
227-5069
HOLIDAYS
ARE
NEAR'
, DO
YOU
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED?
270-293-5806
MANAGER needed
for a new Murray Child
Development Center
Minimum Associates
degree required Call
(615)330-8193
STAY at home mother
ot 2 is available full or
part-time
hours
Availability is from
6am-9pm, Mon-Sat
Children ages infancy
to pre-k Reasonable
Rates' 270-293-0374.
270-978-5194.

L

120

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone:
492-8721
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056
Equal
Housing
Opportunity.

LARGE 3131,
1 apt,
newty remodeied,
campus, C/H/A, W&D.
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets.759-4696,
293-4600
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
VVednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunrty
TDD e 1 -800-648-6056

Firewood 293 2487
Horns For Sale
12 x 65 2BR 1 bath
nice house. S4500
includes move and set
up. 270-994-1595.
1999 Clayton 16x80,
38Fi, 2BA. excellent
condition. (270)4892525
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AKC Great
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Shots &
270-210-64

DOG Obech
(270)436-2E

GERMAN E
puppies $2,!
Yorkie pupp
temales/S5C
male/S400.
ed, vacinate
(270)247-57
(270)748-59
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Quarter hor
without sad<
767-1612
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Mitt

YARD 1

140S DI
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SATUF

7:00-:

3BR, 2B, by lake
$375 monthly
(270)753-2251
LARGE 3BR
753-6012

:
}L
.
-F Rot
ler

Furniture,

Study in paradise 9
miles from campus
515
Saddle
Ln I
$400/mo
206-883-6219

queen siz
mattress.
glassware

$295
For 9011

320
Apartmervis For Rant

2 & 3 BP houses
293-0139
2&4 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required 753-4109

1 OR 2br apts near
dovmtown Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109
1BR efficiency, appliances furnished. partial utilities, $230/mo.
753-2934.
1BR. 1BA. 1,5 biocks
from MSU. $245/mo
plus deposit
References required.
492-8069, 970-8412.
1BR, price reduced.
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898

&Maim
PERSON needed to
part-time work at busy
law office Mon-Thurs.
10am-3pre and Friday
8am-5pm for the purpose of filing. answering the telephone running errands and other
miscellaneous tasks
Automobile
required
to run errands Sena
resume to P.O. Box
1075, Murray. KY
42071

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 1 bedroom
with all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Call (270)7595885 or (270)2937085

Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill.
water,
trash, and furnish all
apptiances including
washer & dryer. Onty
S550/mo.
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment!
(270)492-8211

[
1111

Ousiltications• l.icensed as a registered nurse
in the state of Kentucky. Master's degree in
nursing from an accredited nurse practitioner
program certified as aii adult or 'amity nurse
practitioner and registered in the state of
Kentucky as an .ARNP required Demonstrated
ability to practice without a physician on site is
required. Demonstrated ability to evaluate and
treat from 20-30 clients daily is required.
Expenenoe in an ambulatory health care facility
required: expenence in treating adults with
more complex health issues preferred: expenence in presenting health education programs
preferred. Must demonstrate strong communication and interporsonai skiffs and possess a
desire to be part cf a professional nursing team
Mat provides health care services for the
unrversity community.

Application Deadline. November 20. 2009.

Interested applicants must apply by resume
only: intemews will be granted to qualified
applicants AFTER resumes are reviewed
Absolutely 110 rin-the-yot interviews will be
conducted.

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W Large. 2BR.
1 5 bath garage,
appliances.
C/H/A
water, sewer and trash
pick-up turnished 1
small
indoor
pet
allowed
$675 mo
293-7404

Health Services

bookkeeping knowledge a plus. but not

Exceptional interpersonal and

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 1 2tr
Murray.

MAIN STRIF.)
1141NISHING`•
.401 -644IFIt I S'
7 -,1 165 t •
ri701 ,

STATE UNIVERSITY

i 50'.5 Onigind Dnve
Murray. KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Apartments
27045345Se
TDB 1410-545-183.1
ED.
.6
Equal

BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999

Please submit your resume to
CWOWS Ochuch4ones.net

Advanced Registered Nurse Practitioner
(ARNP), Health Services at Murray State
University Ten-month, fuft-eme. hvo-morith.
part-time salaried position `c begin in
January, 2010.

Calloway Gardea
Essex Due ne
Apartments

BUYING
Junk cars trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-8004

\1anagenient Group,ITC

required. Send resume to P.O. Box 1040-T.

multi-task.

communications skills are required Some

Murray., KY 42071, No phOne
Being the same property conveyed to Antonio Sabato by deed from Kenneth
Lorrnan, et us., dated Dec. 27, 2006, in Book 676. Page III. in the offioe of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court

CA! ONES

Responsibilities. Work in a coilaborative
arraegement with the Herat Services' consufting physician. provide individualized health care
for clients based on the ruhas and regulations et
the Kentucky State Nurse Practice Act Participate in the outreach wellness program.

have computer knowledge and be able to

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633

Plant

2BR duplex in city.
Excellent privacy. Just
redecorated.
New
heating & air equipment. W/d hook-up,
Willing to furnish w/d.
Stove.
refrigerator
inctuded. No pets.
1465/mo.
270-767-1176
2BR duplex, C/H/A.
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898

3BR, IBA, appliances
furnished, S595/mo.
978-0742.
HOUSE with garage
for rent in Hazel, KY,
must have references
$450 month e $450
security.
(270)978-7441
SMALL 2BFI, 1 mile
from city limes Deposit
& Lease. No pets.
5425
753-6156
WATERFRONT FOf
Rent, 2BR. 2BA, cornpletely furnished. More
info go to www.hamlinlakeretreatky com or
436-5091

YARD
601 BAC
STRI
THUM
FRIDi
SATUI
7:0(
Someth
everyone
cloth
dishwashi
other

ESTATE S.
FRONIA N
8351 ST
NORTH, B
MURR
MAYF
WEDNE:
THURI
9:C
Too man
to menet)
antiques.
Washer 8

IL
-71
7
W1a
•
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU S20-50.
753-7668

THUR

3 new we
table &
cabinet. c
x-mas it,
baske
collect
maga
Toc

2BH near MSLI. appliances
furnished.
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-9898
4BIR, CfH/A, all appiiances. Coleman RE
753-9898.

71„i

/0

do, rm.- dull?
We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 WhItnell Ave.• 753-3853

TN
CORI

Baby girl
& other b,
women'
small apt
good dish
collection

..edger & Tirnes

CLASSIFIEDS

N1urrey Ledger & limes

Yee 9alle
Away Genial
Essex Dow re
Apartments
-05 Diugual Dnwr
lurray Ka 420/1

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270)293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p m M-F

One and Two
edrixim kpartments

27e-75345Se
LO 1-118444S-11133
Est. 223

r tem nageuvr,

A

sr
\11"1 _s1111t ,t I

)
LEX Lynn Grove
MW Large. 2BR,
bath garage. all
Winces.
C/H/A.
sr, sewer. and trash
..up furnished 1
indoOr
pet
wed $675 mo
-7404
;EPTIONALLY
iarge 1 bedroom
efl appliances
ichrog washer &
or. Call (270)7595 or (270)2935
NIEL Apartments
w taking appiicas for 1 & 2br unrts
d based on income
elity impairment
essible
Phone
-8721
Mon &

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

rs

I2am TDD No
100-648-6056
ial
Housing
iortunity
aimely nice one
room in Hazel. We
the electric bill.

Otkrul

HOMEMAKERS
Bazaar
Nov 7th 8am-2pm
Ellis
Community
Center
on Ellis Dr
Greeting card dolls.
boxes iewelry elms.
metes etc
Baked
items sausage biscuits & drinks avail-

2BR house wupstaes
vinyl siding. new
garage. 3-5 ac. in SW
Call County $70,000
OBO. 293-9934. 2938156 435-4264. or
imboyd0wk.net.
DOUBLE wide remodeled
vir yl siding
located on comer of
Post Oak Hwy 280
Asking pnce $60,000
obo 270-293-6517
ENERGY saving new
home. 2,244 sq
under roof, 38R. 2BA.
(cath ceilings), 2 car
garage, concrete drive.
patio & front porch. no
city taxes. S8,000
rebate, first time buyers 210-3781,
559-2032

abOe

Duplex in Northwood
$98,000
270-293-1446

J&L RENTeLS
MINI-STOItAGE
724 S. ETH ST.
emir e/121s. Umber.
11%19 $25 I0415 See
(2701 ako-252A
I
(170! 293-6906

Monet' Ledger Times
Foments Act Notice
All reel edate af,eneed Irwin
v.ibiro
Ike Feieral Far
tiou.tng Act which make, it
iilees1 to Advent., en rein,
rnir ionit.mor
.
doenminabon (7...et! on race ,olor reit
pon, let, hafhili. OF t.111111141,41hl• Rellattonal ortga
mienthrl to nuke Am.
rein
!Meg. brIlitem 4,Of docrinono
hor

roi, ostet. h.ised rektt,s JD
Lilt,on, to thon4t rnitinted
federal law
I

nr•tttn, mtortnrct
,ii,etto4til aro

th.J1,11

A &wows
2 male poo-poms
1270)753-2251

VERY Stately home!
Beautiful landscaping
Circle drive in front,
screened porch and
courtyard Great family
room hardwood floors
Just move right
4 large bedrooms 2
baths walk to Murray
High Vou won't be disappointed $169,900
Call Barbara Campbell
Campbell Realty 27°293-7874

rtgl,
to' rf t'ot.tatot

AN AA

,i •

F, irtnet
tt

.1tit t3,r

Ittr,

ion

Br,

AKC Great Dane $800
& Chihuahua $350
Shots & wormed
270-210-6067

h, and furnish all
liances including
,her & dryer. Onty
0)mo

won't find a nicer
:leaner apartment!
))492-8211
1GE 38R apt,
rty remodeled on
ipus, C/H/A, W&D,
0 water, sewage &
h furnished, no
759-4696,
3-4600

NOW LEASING
' & 3bedroom Apts
re accept Section
8 vouchers
at Mur-Cal Apts
02 Northwood Dr
Monday.
ednesday, Fnday.
eione 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
#1-800-64.8-6056

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
GERMAN Shepherd
puppies S250-ea
Yorkie puppies,
females/$500.
male/$400, full-blooaed vacinated
f270)247-5799
270)749-5909

;

Livestock 4 Suspiee

Quarter horse with o
without saddle
767-1612

YARD SALE
140S DUDLEY
DRIVE
SATURDAY
7:00-2:00
For Red

ly in paradise. 9
s from campus.
Saddle
Ln.I
Dime
.883-6219
Houma For Rent

3 BP houses
0139

Bedroom houses
e & deposit
iired, 753-4109

, 1BA, appliances
ished, $595/mo.
-0742

USE with garage
vet in Hazel. KY.
a nave references
0 month + $450
Jrity.
))978-7441

ALL 2BR. 1 miie
city limds Deposit
Lease No pets.
5
-6156

"ERFRONT For
I, 2BR. 2BA, com- 4
ey furnished More
go to www hamlinrotreatky.com or
5091.

limp Rork.

LF Warehousing
ler MSU $20-50
753-7668

LAKE LOT
BLOW-OUT SALE!
Sat, Nov 7th
2+ ACFIE LAKE LOT
Vi// FREE BOAT
SLIPS
Just 24,900
was 29,900
Pay NO closing Costs!
Loctaed on 160 000
acre recreational lake
in Kentucky Enioy
swimming pool, walking
trails, pnvate park.
more, Excellent
financing. Call now
800-704-3154 x 3309
kylakesale GoM

&ATVs
2003 YZ85, $1,800
firm 270-436-2667

Lots For Sale

too,

Furniture includes
queen size bed &
mattress, dishes,

FOR
FRONIA MANNING
8351 ST RT 121
NORTH, BETWEEN
MURRAY &
MAYFIELD
WEDNESDAY &
THURSDAY
9:00
Too many items
to mention, Cars
antiques. clothing
Washer & Dryers

Call 753-5606
igli
[
ert Welty Weds.
f

3 acre lot tor rent with
mobile home hookup
$200/month north of
murray on grant road
270-994-1595

Acreage

ESTATE SALE

14 15 16 inch,.
Starting at S20
mounted

Rent

glassware & clothes

YARD SALE
601 BROAD EX.
STREET
THURSDAY,
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Something for
everyone. winter
clothes,
dishwasher. lots of
other stuff

USED TIRES

RESIDENTIAL build
ng lots tocated on
Loce Lomond St located near Roberlson
middle & high school
978-1707
Lots For

5-Acres
ready to build
appfog is miles
from Paris Landing.

02 Ford Explorer.
white, 4DR, excellent
condition 489-2209
95 Jeep Wrangler soft
top. excellent condition,
new
tires.
127,000 miles $6,500
obo 227-8765,
873-7980
490
used Ctrs

525.000 •
Contact .
- Pam Bygden
Lake Realtors

•

.(731 ofer2-1399
- .6471 E..Aniicich Rd
Buchanan TN 38222

2003 Pontiac
Grand-Am, aDR, V-6,
91K. 55.900. 7531657 753-4765
495

11.000-SO.FT, home
in country. 6BR. 6BA.
indoor pool, gymnasium, (26' tall ceiling).
5acres lake, lots of
outside decks. 5 acres
up to 90acres, 559
2032,
2007 Calumet Way
4BR. 3.5BA, see it
online at:
2007calumetway.com.
767 0106.
brick. 5
acres. Lynn Grove
area 293-1681

3BR. 2.5BA,

GIGANTIC YARD SALE
1622 COLLEGE FARM ROAD
THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY
7:00 TILL 7
3 new weedeaters, tiller gas hedge trimmer,
table & chairs. coffee & end tables, comer
cabinet. dishes. nice decorative accessories.
x-mas items, seasonal decorations. wicker
baskets, new stuffed animals and "Ty"
collection, name brand clothing. books
magazines, roller skates. bedspreads
Too mucn to list, Come and see

2006 Dodge Grand
Caravan, 58k-miles,
$7,50C. DVD, AC,
cruise. power-windows. roof-rack
(270)873-2077
530

Il&M
. LAWN SERVICE
Mowing..Manituiring,
- landsiaping
' Leal Vacuuming
Sansfartion guaranteed

7S3-1 1

y 014 r

114/12

e Offer:
Size Units
Surveillance
lectrIcity
ate Control

ACH
tAGE

753-3853

THREE PARTY GARAGE SALE
CORNER OF N16TH & UTTERBACK
THURSDAY & FRIDAY
8:00-3:00
Baby girt clothes. baby bedding. rocking horse
& other baby items, boy's good clothes, men
women's clothing. furniture, record albums,
small appliances, computer & printer. tnnkets,
good dishes & cookware, lamps, l ours Lamour
collection & other nice books. glass items and
more Too much to mention

-727.0611

0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Screened Porches
•Garages
•Water & Termite
Damage
•Decks
*Horn& Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517
.

101./61,
4 ref 10

Nednesday, November 4, Mg • 38

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH

cALL 753•Igit,
Hill Electric
Strike I4g6

24 moue salvia
Res , Com .
Ind
Licensed & Insured

All Jobs - hug or %mall

753-9562

436-2887 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete
tree
removai gutter
cleaning. hauling. etc
Insured Emergency
293-1118
436-5141
AAFFORDABLE
Hauling Clean out
garages gutters iunk
& tree work
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions
Remodeling, Roofing
Vinyl Siding, Laminate
Floors
Repairs
Insured
227-2617 474-0586
ALL carpentry con•
struction Remodeling.
ad.:Mans, all home &
mobile home repairs.
metal. roofs decks.
much more. LarryNimmo 227-0587,
753-2353.

CHADWICK Catering
Reece. to serve your
celebration needs
Contact Cheryl
Chadwick
(270492-8266
Custom Dol4dozing
and trackhoe work.,
land clearing
underbrushing ponds
lakes ancl watenvays
Free estimates
Gene Parke,
293-1 005

• Painting • Fixat s

2839

• Repairs • Decks
pressure washed
& stained

flu I's t%'1-; I
weekly

BRUSH &
HAMMER

(270) 438-2228

spes.AI

locally owned/ogemleil

evenings leave
message

Nair baraoc ,xxxs
Braces 8 Flea .orsts
Hernodeing Fkareiing
Noll Do Insurance Wort
.so iissurCen koinse

ifainilton (.r in •

3301 St. Rt 121N

CUSTOM BULL:DO/301G
•Land-cieering
.,..,derbrushing *Ponds
akes •Wateriveys
F ,es Estimates

22 years axe
293-0371

David's How
improvement
liC

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

759-1131 • 293-2783
293-2784

753-5838

753-8087

DRYWALL repair &
painting Free estimates 270-873-9916

ML GARAGE UOOR
INSTALLATION. repay
& maintenance on
doors & operators
Residential & commer
dal Locally owned &
operated 293-2357.
435-4049

270-293-5624

//Pool Table Guy,
20 AVM Eaplanteite
Poo Tables 8ou
So<
Serviced and Moved
731 819-4655

APPIJANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(2701 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
HOUSE Husband
Ali types of home
repairs No lob too
small
270-519-8155

Ful FiELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal
stump grinding. fire
wood Insured 489-

YARD dean-up. Free
estimates.
Call
Rodney. 753-9243

Ann nine ''
'Rohlo,(1
15* yeitte. Pep
s kit:Of-Med cqntr.cto!
ree E climates

JONES
ROOFING
Licensed & Insured
Free estimates
(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources rizeiaboe, but
inaccuracies
do
occur Readers using
this information do so
at their own risk
Although persons and
companies
mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsebaiN whatsoever for
their activities
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service Free esti_
mates Phone
436-2562, 227-Cr267

cASELPITletth
www PftEMIERAFIC COM
(2700319-5313
•Cettibed •Portable
-Aluminum •Stanless
WEST
Calloway
County
Development
•Track hoe dozer
backhoe work &
systems top soil &
gravel for sale We
build you a Horne to
Suite your Needs
270-210-3781
270-55e-2032

Column
FREE 1yr. old. male
Pit BuN. Not good wet
arerna
22
othe;7502
. Is

Giving awar
something
fer free?
We will run it /die
day for free.

753-1916

Carrey, Zemeckis capture 21st century Scrooge
LOS ANGELES (AP) -Technology finally has caught up
with Charles Dickens' imagination.
Jim
Canty
and
Robert
Zemeckis' new take on "A
Christmas Carol" brings to life the
fantasy about miser Ebenezer
Scrooge's holiday redemption in a
way old Hollywood never could
have dreamed.
Animated adaptations have captured some of Dickens. flights of
fancy and fanta.stic imagery, while
the best live-action versions have
put touchingly human faces on
Scrooge, cheery nephew Fred,
maltreated clerk Bob Cratchit and
hopeful cripple Tiny Tim.
Opening Friday, "Disney's A

Chnstmas Carol" manages both.
Zemeckis applies the performance-capture technology he used
on "The Polar Express'. and
"Beowulf
'to present Carrey and
company in fine dramatic form,
with computer animation nchly
recreating 1840% London and
Scrooge's bewildering joumey
through his own past. present and
future.
"W'hen you read Dickens, it's an
incredibly surreal story, and of
course, the earlier adaptations
were limited by what you could
do with the tools of cinema at the
time." Zemeckis said.
"The whole mission here was to
truly re-envision the movie in a
way no one had ever seen it

before. Thi.•t came about in that
when I did •Beowulf.' I realized I
am now working in a form where
we can reintroduce audiences to
these classics in a way that makes
it very modern, yet they can be
these very fatniliar and classic stones. So starting to think about
that. the first thing that popped
into my head was my. favorite
story of all time. 'Christmas
Carol.'"
Performance capture is a hybnd
of live action and digital animation. Actors do their scenes on a
bare sound stage. wearing
skintight suits covered with sensors. reference points for digital
cameras to record their body language and expressions in 360-

Horoscope

degree detail.
Costumes, sets, props. visual
effects and alterations to the
actors' features are filled in later
by computer animators.
Past live-action adaptations
such as Alastair Sim's classic
1951 version were restricted to a
few physical sets to stand in for
old Britain. while the ghosts that
conduct Scrooge through his
nights of penance looked like garishly done-up mortals, rarely
achieving the grotesque qualities
of the nig,htmare Dickens crafted.
Zemeckis' "Carol" swoops
through London. from birds-eye
views of the city's sprawl to claustrophobic tours of the dingiest
streets.

Wlitalledle5 Wit

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for personal option. Many people dle a person as you have
against you. Understand that
Thursday, Nov. 5, 2009:
have unusual creativity and get- Clearty. he or she has an enormany people need more stability.
This year, you greet change up-and-go. Tonight, Where the mous impact on your daily life. especially if they're insecure
Deal with people directly, but about the times Of their budget_
more openly than in the past. action is
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
also remain secure. You hold the Is there another way of expressYou recognize what you can and
cannot hold on to. Be aware of **** Others look to you for cards. Tonight: Try to make it an ing yourself? Tonight: Head
leadership and direction. You are early night.
home.
others arid their influence on
on top of your game. and others AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
your life. A child or grandchild respond.
The one exception ***** Your ingenuity and BORN TODAY
might be rebellious, upsetting could be a partner who feels he
spirit come through for you more Actress Tatum O'Neal (1963)
your daily life and a relation- or she has the right to create times than not.
You could be singer Ike Tumer (1931), singer
ship. Priontize. Be firrn with
uproar. Let this person do what dealing with someone who is a cowboy actor Roy Rogers
(1911)
your boundaries. You will learn
he or she needs to do Tonight- A problem or who limits you. If you
must appearance
information about those in your
want to escape this situation, Jacqueline Bigar is on the
know that you can. Tonight: Let Internet at twow.jacguelinebiimmediate circle or family that UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
might be hard to believe. If you ***** Keep reaching out for stress go and let fun in.
ger.COM.
(c) 2009 by King Features
are single, you could meet sev- another person. You have an PtSCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
opportunity to lump on a risk that *** Your unpredictability works Syndicate Inc.
eral exciting people. Stability
lust might work. The unexpected
goes hand in hand with relation- occurs
at work and could have
ships this year. So does exciteyour nerves fried. Use your
ment. If you are attached. the imagination
Tonight: Think
status quo might change, hut about adding music into the mix.
you can make the adjustment as SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
partners. Be more understanding ***** One-on-one relating
and receptive than you have in emphasizes aro anchored point
the past. GEMINI reads you of view. Stilt, you have an idea
that keeps coming to the forecold.
front of your mind Perhaps you
need to deiay a decision until
The Stars Show the Kind of you can check
out this thought.
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: Tonight: Say yes to a dinner
invi4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so, tation.
I -Difficult
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Defer to others and
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Keep watching what is understand what is going on
behind the scenes. You realize
going on around you. The scene
changes so quickly, it's like you someone is withholding key
Ivy Tortoiseshell mix, young adult, Colby lads, Terrier mix, six months
are viewing a movie. Surprise information from you. making
female
old, male
heads your way. adding sus- you uncomfortable. Listen tc,
news, understanding you have
pense into the mix. A meeting
sHELIER HOURS: MON.-RU.10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
the choice of making a change
provides a cohesive plan
Foir niiire informatirin «midi
Tonight: Sort through you,
Tonight. Hang out
options.
TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
viurray-Calloway County Animal Shelter '
** Curb a need to be posses- CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
al (270) 759-4141
sive, and lust listen to what is *** Take it easy and stay cer
being offered Don't act as if you tered. You might not want to hanare in a negotiation but rather
are Just hanging out You might
be quite delightee by what is
offered. Tonight. Your treat.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
tiiiDJI1
jdiJJ:1.1 11.11!"J 1J,11
***** Keep reaching out for
others. You will find that some
•ir:(7).
people are highly responsive.
while others drag their heels Be
.1.111 [1. h.
,.
aware of your limits with a diffiDELUXE MODELS
cult parent or boss. You don't
Convoletety Erected, Including Concrete Floors, Not Ple-Feb.
want to cause yourself a probCementer auk AN Ousel& Lieteriale
lem. Tonight: Whatever puts a
2
Car
Vinyl
Siding Garage (lactradtag Cauterete Moe) •-1:341editentrtataltewal.I 46.1114F
smile on your face.
ai
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
r
.
gesettag
/
*** At this point. you might
want to lie back and gain inforPhu Off 1.zyri Let - Larger list Garages AY...Bakke
mation. News could cause many
to regroup and think. You are
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tooting Back
l'ea years ago
Nov. 4.
In the November General
Forty years ago
Election, voters turned down
Lt. (jg) Thomas E. Steele
annexation to the south and USNR, soa of Mrs Cullie Steele
southwest of the city limns.
of Murray, has been discharged
Publiabed is a picture of from the United States Navy
Lynn Paschall, Martha Farris, end is now at hotne.
and Tina
Wilson, Calloway
Howard Boone, 8-year-old
County deputy clerk.s. entering son of Mr and Mrs. linuny
results from the polling machines Boone, and Phil Miller, 12-yeari
onto tapes. The photograph was old son of Mr. and Mrs. Holby Staff Photographer Bernard lis Miller, woo the local Punt,
Kane.
Pass & Kick Contest and then
Births reported include a boy won agiun at Paducah.
to Maubew T. and Thu K. OlivMurray High School "Tigers
er, Sept. 28; a boy to Dustin lost 14-0 to Rwisellvilk Panand Staeye Faulkner. Oct 9; a thers in a football game at Ty
boy to Scott and Jessica Duke, Holland Stadium Murray.
Oct. 26,
Fifty years ago
Twenty years ago
In the November General
Published is a picture of Election, Bert Combs was electPeggy Billington of the Callwoily ed governor of Kentucky and
County Disaster and Emergency Wilson Wyatt as It, governor.
Services. spealcing about part Over 7,000 votes were cast in
of the Kentucky Earthquake Pre- Calloway County Elected as
paredness Week for the 8th members of the Murray City
graders at Murray Middle Council were Lester Nanny, Joe
School. The photograph was by Dick, Prentice Lassiter. Charles
Staff Photographer Dan Loudy. M. Baker, Alfred Yotmg and
Jonathan D. Rose. senior at Maurice Crass Jr.. 'Ward A; Ben
Calloway County High School, Grogan, James Rudy Afibtitten.
has been named the school's Richard Tuck,',collard Vaughn,
Lop Century III Leader, accord- Marvin Harris and Frank Laning to Jen-y Ainley, principal.
caster, Ward B.
Thirty years ago
In a high school basketball
Dr. James W. Hanunack, game, Hazel Lions won over
director of Forrest C. Pogue Puryear, Tenn. Hornets. Irwin
Oral History lnsntute at Mur- was high scorer for Hazel.
ray State University', has been
Sixty years ago
named president-elect of Ond
isturay Fire Department
History Association at a meet- answered three calls on Nov.
ing at Michigan State Univer- 2. according to Murray Fire
sity.
Chief William Spencer.
Nick Horton was named as
Recent births reported at Mur"Civitan of the Year" by the Mur- ray Hospital include a girl tn
ray Civitan Club.
Mr. and Mrs. James Ward, a
Kirksey United Methodist girl to Mr. mid Mrs. L.A. Sykes,
Church is holding its annual a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
homecoming today with Rev. Shaw, a boy to Mr. arid Mrs.
V.E. Underhill, former pastor, Odell Orr, a boy to Mr. and
as speaker.
Mrs. lames D. Futrell, a boy
Mr. and Mrs. Stanford Hen- to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Stewart
drick.son are celebrating their and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Willard
50th wedding anniversary today, Cunningham.

Today In Illatory
By Tbe Assodated Press
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 4,
the 308th day of 2009. There are
57 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History.
One year ago, on Nov. 4, 2008,
Democrat Barack °barna was elected the first black president of the
United States, defeating Republican John tvIcCain; Democrats
gained seats in the Senate and
House
On thts date:
In 1884, Democrat Grover
Cleveland was elected to his first
term as president, defeating Republican James G. Blaine.
In 1922, the entrance to King
Tutankhamen's tomb was discovered in Egypt.
In 1924, Nellie T. Ross of
Wyoming was elected the nation's
first female governor to serve out
the remaining term of her late
husband, William B. Ross.
1E3 A El

L_

In 1939, the United States modified its neutrality stance in World
War 11, allowing "ea.sh and carry"
purchases of arms by belligerents.
a policy favoring Britain and
Frame.
In 1942, dunng World War II.
Axis forces retreated from Fl
Alamein in North Africa in a
major victory for British forces
cortunanded by Lt. Gen. Bernard
Montgotnery.
In 1952, Dwight D. Eisenhower was elected president, defeating 13emocrat Adlai Stevenson.
In 1979, the Iran hostage crisis began as militants stormed the
United States Embassy in Tehran,
seizing its occupants. for some,
it was the start of 444 days of
captivity.
In 1980. Roaald Reagan won
the White House as he defeated
President Jimrny Carter by a strong
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Man wrapped up in girlfriend
ignores his visiting grandpa

Large, rare aneurysm
likely needs surgery

DEAR ABBY: My wife arid description of the goings-on
I were visiting our children during your visit, and that no
and gnindson, "Rhett," age 24. effort was made to spend any
1Fthett is a eollege student who quality wile with you. I'd say
lives at home. He had his girl- your grandson's behavior was
friend, 'Peggy,' who lives in just plain nide
another town, at the house for
That said, Rhett was not
the
week- entirely to bhune. Some fauit
end.
hes with your son and his
Rhett and wife for tolerating your being
Peggy ignored and not insisting that
retired to his you be treated with more courroom early tesy and respect.
the
in
evening.
DEAR ABBY: My brother,
When
we 'Jeff," has not communicated
saw them at with any of the family -- parbreakfast, ents or siblings -- for two
they were, years. Nobody knows why. We
basically, grew up a close-knit family with
IIIICOM11111lots of love and affection.
BY Abigail
Van Buren
nicative.
About six years ago, Jeff
Shortly moved with his wife and chilafter, they went to the back- dren to a different state. Duryard and inunediately climbed ing the first few years, be stayed
into the hanunock. where they in touch via phone calls and
lay like tightly wound dishrags e-mails, but suddenly all comfor the next two hours until munication ceased. We know
it was time for us to leave. where he lives and have tried
Our son and his wife did not contecting him through letters,
awaken them to say goodbye, phone calls and e-mails, but
so we concluded that they had he will not respond. Our parbeen exhausted by the previ- ents are devastated and none
ous night's activities.
of us knows what to do.
Is this normal behavior in
We have so many questoday's world? We realize that tions: Is Jeff hiding something?
we may be 'old fogeys" by Is he ill? How are the chilcurrent standards, but isn't there dren? What do we do, Abby?
any line drawn anymore? My. Please help. -- FAMILY IN
son and his wife acted like PAIN
this was all perfectly fine. -DEAR IN PAIN: Beeause
INVISIBLE GRANDPA IN you have tried everything else,
ARKANSAS
only one thing is left. If at
GRANDPA: all possible, your parents and
DEAR
Whether Rhett's behavior -- the sibling who was closest to
and his parents' tolerance of Jeff should schedule a visit to
it -- is "fine" in today's world the city in which he now
depends upon tile standards in resides and pay him a call.
that household. However, there
are "family manners" and 'comDEAR ABBY: I married a
pany manners.* From your man who owns a duplex with
his mother. When the taxes
come due there are two sets
-- one fot each side. The house
In 1991, Ronald Reagan opened is not habitable. It needs a lot
his presidential library in Simi of work to get it ready.
Valley, Calif., with a dedication
My mother-in-law thinks her
attended by Presicknt George H.W. son should pay the taxes oti
Bush and former Presidents Jimmy- tsoth sides. and also pay to
Carter. Gerald R. Ford and Richard
fix up the place. Now that he
Nixon — the first-ever gathering
of five past and present U.S. chief has a wife, his mother thinks
I should help him pay for the
executives.
In 1995, Israeli Prime Minis- house and the taxes. But die
ter Yitzhak Rabin was assassinat- deed is 'survivorship' with
ed by a right-wing Israeli min- him and his mother. Why should
utes after attending a festive peace
I pay to get it fixed up when
rally.
his mom makes it clear that
Aaron
McKinTen years agoif something happens to her son,
ney, who beat gay college stu- the house is hers and hers
dent Matthew Shepard and left
alone? -- TAKEN
FOR
him to die on the Wyoming prairie,
avoided the death penalty by agree- GRANTED IN PE.NNSYLVANIA
ing to serve life in prison withDEAR
TAKEN
FOR
out parole and promising never
to appeal his conviction. Some GRANTED: Beats me! I
10,000 Iranian snidents rallied out- wouldn't do it, and neither
side tin former U.S. Embassy in should you.
Tehran.

DEAR DIL GOTT: My husband has a splenic-artery
aneurysm. It is large. measuring 5.7 centimeters. It is on
the bottom left side of his rib
cage near the spleen and pancreas. In six months, it grew
5.2
from
centimeters
to its current
size. I know
tittle about
this condition but have
recently
learned dun
it is rare, and
not
many
doctors are
familiar with
By
this type of
Dr. Peter Gan
aneurysm.
He has seen a heart and vascular physician. but didn't feel
the doctor knew enough about
the situation to do the surgery.
Is this typical enlargement?
Is it safe for him to wait arid
watch, or should he risk having surgery to repair it? What
can he do in the meantime that
will help him? Do you recommend any specialists for this
type of surgery? Do you think
it is better to just live with it
and hope it doesn't burst or
have the high-risk surgery?
In his early 70s, my husband is in good health otherwise. He is not overweight.
and his blood pressure is stable. Less than a year ago, he
had a partial kidney removed
owing to cancer. He did not
require radiation or chemotherapy, since it was caught in the
early stages. Could he have
caught this aneurysm from the

Dr. Gott

Door Abby

surgery? Thank you for any
information you can give us
DEAR ItILADEIL Your hus
band Nis an abnormally large
splenic-artery aneutysm (SAA
a stretched portion of tht artery
that provides blood to the spleen
Most are three cenumeters or
fewer, but there have been some
reported to be 10 centimeters
or larger As with any type of
aneurysm. the larger the defotmity, the greater the nsk of
rupture.
ot
type
this
Because
aneurysm is relatively uncommon, there is little written that
a non-doctor could understand
hlost available information is
from case studies reported by.
other physicians who have come
across the condition, usually
accidentally, while tesfing
other abnormalities.
Splenic iartery aneurysms do
not usually cause syrnptems but
those that do are generally associated with abdominal pain. An
aneurysm is not "caught." It
is caused when the arterial lining becomes weakened and the
force of the blood flow causes it to bulge or expand outward.
I urge your husband to be
seen as soon as possible by a
vascular surgeon. He or she
can re-evaluate. the situation
and recommend treattnent. I
believe that your husband is a
prime candidate for surgery
because of the large size of
the aneurysm and its rapid
growth. At this point, the risk
of rupture outweighs the risk
of surgery.

Coatract Bridge
Sylvia Stages a lVeat Recover/
East dealer.
to me to have taken place as shown.
North-South vulnerable.
Sylvia was South anti bid tv.itt
NORTH
(a strong opening in those
•A .1 9
srafter East had passed. ObviIIPAQ7642
ously, she had suffered a mental
•2
aberration of some sort. Perhaps she
•A K 5
vsas counting aloud how many
WEST
EAST
spades she had, or WAS thinking
•Q1087
•5 4 3 2
about the previous hand. Whatever
K 10 8
IP)9
the reason. West passed, and North
•9 8 4 3
•1 7 6 5
promptly bid seven spades.
49 7
•QJ 10
Sylvia was aghast at this turn of
SOUTH
:vents, but. as usual, she showed no
K6
outward sign Mat anything was
IPS 3
wrong. She won the club lead in
•AKQI0
dummy, led a diamond and, having
48 6 4 3 2
learned several days earlier how to
The bidding:
finesse, played the ren,
East
South West
North
After the tea beld. she cashed tin
Pass
2*
Pass
7•
A-K-(), discarding a club and two
Opening lead nine of clubs.
hearts from du_mmy. Sylvia then
Despite anything you may have finessed the queen of hearts, cashed
heard to the contrary, this was the the ace of clubs and ace of hearts and
h;arict that launched Sylvia upon her ruffed a heart with die six of spades.
amazing senes of misadventures at
Nine tricks had been played, and
the club.
West was down to the 0-10-8-7 of
The deal occurred shortly after trumps. When Sylvia now led a club.
she became a member. There is no West ruffed with thc seven but was
question that the Admissions Com- overruffed by dummy's
Ana
mittee woukl VlaVe rejected Sylvui's when Sylvia trumped dummy's last
application tbr membership had ir heart with her king. Wcst had to
been aware ot how. poorly she underruff with the eig,ht. A club lead
played. or how little experience she then trapped West's Q-10. ailovving
'had had.
durmny's A-1 to score the last two
I was ant preselft when the hand tricks, and the grand shun came
arose, but die bidding was reported mIlinghome
Tomorrow: A stitch in time saves West.

r

Dear Abby Ls written by
Abigail N'an Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and WiLS founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips.
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ACROSS

35 Casino action
36 Talkative
37 Is of benefit
39 Drills holes
43 Survived
(2 anis.)
46 Toward shelter
47 Bard's mince
49 Verve
51 Breach of
secrecy
52 Narcissus' flaw
5.3 Certain
54 Prunes off
55 Serenade,
maybe
56 Kind of caterpillar

1 Groaners
ForrneedryFOx
5 com

IL,C1r41112111_0,-)

8 Does field work
AsA
paerdo
xcu
re.r_
13
2B
Neg
sion
14 Peter Gunn's
15 Za
rftadoes foe
16 Apply makeup
17 Enthrailed
18 Cornball
2°
21 "k
Wheensma
ck%e
moths roamed
(2 wds.)
24
7j
Aok
nti:uweithbrooch
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

OMMO WM@ WU@
MUM MERO MMO
MODOW OWMOUOM
@MOM Mann

011411@ MQ UMW
OMU OMMUMO MO
WM@ MO MU OMO
Cia OMOMMM BMW
OWEI UM OM@EI
IMMO MOOD=
UMDWOWM BRUM
ABM OUCIU WOMB
MMU OMOU 000M

DOWN

11-4

I Greet a dog
2 Klutz's cry
(hYPth)
3 Orchid-lcving
Wolfe
4 Clingman s
Dome range
5 Change colors

28 Stump remover
31 Assayers' samples
32 Supply with
gear
33 Weather condition
34 P ice offered

2009 united Feature Syndicate, ine

6 Future fish
7 Hack's vehicle
8 Juno, in
Athens
9 Rodin sculpture
to

2

13

14

IS

16

17
•

18

11

10 Hory covii
11 Uees hair
rollers
19 Kind of system
20 Denson or
Turner
22 Jarsanese
nanine
23 Rock-band
booking
24 Com on the —
25 "Exodus" hero
26 Sweater sz
28 File label
29 Robin's beak
:30 Expeitnont wit
32 Step on the

24

PIE AlNI

31
c

YES MA'AM.. I
WALKED TO %WOOL.
IN Twe RAiN

4
'40

41

2

T.

46

48

.
4

t it

49
53

,.

33 rusickest
35 Univ degrees
36 Day- — paint
38 Ice chveiling
39 Formal dance
40 Fridge stick
41 Gather in,
as crops
42 Cartoon
shrieks
44 Eye shade
45 Kitten's toy
47 Cul down
48 Earlier
50 Fish catcher

